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CLOSING WOES
A floor trader at the
New
York Stock
Exchange reacts as
the markets close
Monday. Sept. 17
2001. Monday was
the first day of tract
ing after last week s
terrorist attacks

50 CENTS 14 1 1'.

Focus shifts as Wall Street
reopens in weakened state
NEW YORK(AP) — With Wall
Street back open for business, the
focus has shifted to trying to recover from a market that took a pounding during the first day of trading
since the terrorist attacks.
A sell-off Monday by worried
investors sent the Dow Jones industrial down by 684.81 points, to close
at 8,920.70, a disappointing return
from the four-day stock trading
shutdown forced by the destruction
of the World Trade Center.
It was a record one-day point
drop and the first close below 9,000
since Dec. 21, 1998. The previous
record for a one-day drop was
617.78, on April 14, 2000.
The tech-heavy Nasdaq composite index fell more than 115 points
to 1,579.55, like the Dow, it was
down 7 percent.
Volume on the New York Stock
Exchange was a record 2.33 billion
shares, surpassing the previous
mark of 2.13 billion on Jan. 4.
A sell-off had been expected
when trading resumed after the

longest stock market shutdown
since the Depression. The loss was
less than a third of the 22-percent
plunge when the Dow lost 508
points in the 1987 crash.
The market had been going lower
before the destruction of billions of
dollars in assets in the attacks in
New York and Washington and the
increased likelihood of a recession.
That made Monday's fall "almost
inevitable," said Mark Vitner, an
economist at First Union Securities
in Charlotte, N.C.
Analysts said uncertainty, which
has been a problem on the. market
for months, represents an even
greater challenge now. Concerns
range from the direct financial
impact -- such as how airline business will be affected — to consumer
confidence.
Many market watchers fear
investors, already hesitant to commit because of stocks' weak performance this year, will stay even
farther away from Wall Street.
The Federal Reserve's decision

to cut interest rates for the eighth
time this year Monday should have
inspired confidence and perhaps
some buying — instead the only
thing it might have done is prevented further losses.
"We just don't know how things
are going to pan out. It's a very
emotional time for investors," said
Tom Lydon, president of Global
Trends
Investments.
"Most
investors are deciding not to take
action at this point and merely sit on
the sidelines until their confidence
gets greater."
Indeed, Vanguard Funds received
a lot of phone calls, according to
spokeswoman Rebecca Cohen. but
"we've had very few transaction
requests, not even enough to establish a trend."
Still, New York Stock Exchange
chairman Richard A. Grasso was
sanguine about the volatility.
"Today's market is not important," Grasso said Monday. "It's the
market a year from now, two year*
from now."

Attacks also cause airline layoffs
NEW YORK (AP) — Airlines continued massive
cutbacks and saw their stocks plummet to levels not
seen - in years as their financial woes deepened in the
aftermath of last week's terrorist attacks.
Major carriers have announced more than 26,000
layoffs amid talks of possible bankruptcies unless the
government delivers a bailout worth roughly $20 billion.
-The entire U.S. aviation system is in jeopardy," US
Airways Chairman Stephen Wolf said Monday in
announcing layoffs of 11,000 employees.
America West Holdings Corp. said it will eliminate
2,000 jobs and American Trans Air said it will let go of
1.500 employees.
- Those cuts came on top of 12,000 layoffs over the
weekend by Continental Airlines Inc.. which shed more
than one-fifth of its work force.
Since last Tuesday's attacks, the industry has lost S I
billion due to weak demand from nervous travelers. a
costly two-day shutdown of the nation's air system and
higher security-related expenses.
The Air Transport Association, an industry group.
said as many as 100,000 layoffs are likely in coming
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Park Board sees possibilities,
opporunities in local growth
including a gymnasium, aerobics room, pool
By KRISTY HOPPER
and centrally-located office.
Staff Writer
"Many things could be done in the buildWith the growth of the local community,
members of the Murray-Calloway County ing. We could have meetings there, there
Park Board are discussing the possibility of would be a place to go to if it rains, and I
constructing a new building to accommodate would like to see a summer camp implemented there." he said.
growing needs of the county.
Currently if it rains, Steele said, the parks
"With the community growing and the
nee& out there, maybe a nice facility could department doesn't have an appropriate shelbe built not just for the parks department but ter for people to go.
In order to move further into the planning
for the community, also," said Brad Steele,
Murray-Calloway County Parks and stages of the facility, the board discussed
developing a long-range planning committee
Recreation director.
Although constructing the building is still which would consist of members of the
at least a year away. Steele said the depart- board and members of the community and
would address issues concerning the future
ment is currently in the planning stages.
Before plans are completely presented to of the park.
"Before we can really do anything, we
the park board, Steele said the parks departneed to start looking at the long(board)
ment is "trying to collect data and surveys
range planning committee. We need to
versus what other county parks have."
"There are many things to look into decide how many members we want to
before plans are complete. such as land for appoint and who we want to appoint," said
the facility. If we(the department)don't start parks board member Hugh Massey.
In other business, the board discussed
setting land aside, we won't have any unless
renovating the department's court house
it is outside of the county."
According to Steele, the parks department pavilion, which is considered part of the
is looking to have a building that could park's trailside.
The department has already received a
accommodate more community needs in
addition to a building with more rooms. INSee Page 2
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weeks.
Lawmakers said they would move swiftly w bring
relief to the industry.
House Democratic leader Dick Gephardt of Missouri
said lawmakers would meet with airline executives
Tuesday "so we can clearly understand what their problem is. We hope to address that by the end of the week::
The House could pass legislation this week pros iding
at least $15 billion in grants and credit to the industry'.
"If we don't act soon. I'm afraid that it will he e‘en
more difficult to resuscitate this key industry' in the
future." said Sen. John McCain. R-Arii.. ranking
Republican on the Senate Commerce Committee.
House supporters tried to push an airline bailout hill
through late Friday. but were blocked by several colleagues who warned against moving too hastily. That
bill would have provided $2.5 billion to compensate the
airlines for direct losses and opened credit lines of SI2.5
billion to struggling carriers.
The industry was struggling long before the attacks
under a large debt burden and rising costs of labor and.
fuel, as revenues from business fliers dropped alongside
the nation's economic performance.

Clothes still being
accepted for 2001
resource fair here

Photo
provided
L
A
L
BOOKED
UP
Stephen
Nowyorka,
3. took full
advantage
of
last
year's children's book
exchange
during the
Community
Resource
Fair. Books
now
are
being colat
lected
the schools
the
and
National
Guard
Armory for
t his
Saturday's
fair.

By BRANDI WILLIAMS
Staff Writer
Things are 'Go!' for this Saturday's Community
Resource Fair at the National Guard Armory and Curris
Center.
Donna Herndon, Calloway County Schools family
resource director and coordinator for the fair. asks that
those interested in attending the clothing exchange not to
park at the armory. located off Highway 121. Parking
there is limited to volunteers.
A shuttle will be picking people up at Murray State
University in front of the Curris Center and taking them
to the armory. Herndon said there will be three buses
chartered for the shuttle.
She also said those who have items left over from the
city wide yard sale and are looking ,to get rid of those
items — especially children's clothing or shoes — should
contact her. Also, clothing should be left on the hangers.
The fair will be held at the Curris Center from 9 a.m.1 p.m. The clothing exchange will be held between 9 a.m.
and 2 p.m.
The fair will also offer health screenings. information
exhibits and student entertainment at the Curris Center.
and free car safety seat checks at Parker Ford, located at
701 Main Street.
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West Nile
found in
Tennessee
MEMPHIS, Tenn.(AP) — Nine
dead blue jays in Shelby Count,
apparently had the West Nile Virus.
health officials said Monday, marking the first time the potentiall
deadly virus has been identified in
Tennessee.
No human cases have- been
reported, but the state Department of
Health is recommending that people
protect themselves against mosquito
bites.
Suggestions include using insect
repellants, covering up in long pants
and shirts, keeping windows and
doors closed, and staying inside at
dusk and dawn. Also, people should
get rid of stagnant water around
their homes. In West Tennessee,
ponds, swamps and Mississippi
River backwaters are common
breeding grounds for mosquitoes.
Local health department officials
plan to increase efforts to kill mosquito larvae and adults in the areas
where the dead birds were found.
Mosquitoes become infected
when they feed on infected birds and
then can transmit the virus to
humans, horses and other animals
The virus can cause flu-like symptoms.

PoliceFireLogs
Kentucky State Police
• For the time period of Sept, 9-15, the Kentucky State Police at Post
1 in Mayfield, Ky., reported 36 criminal cases opened. 31 criminal arrests,
19 accidents worked (no fatalities), 198 complaints answered, and 12
DUI arrests.
• On Sept. 12, Kentucky State Police responded to a domestic complaint on Princeton Road in Cadiz, Ky. While there, troopers were notified
of a possible marijuana patch near the residence.
On Sept. 14, KSP located nine marijuana plants on KY 139 North
Cadiz and cultivated the plants. No arrests have been made and charges
are pending. The KSP was assisted by the Trigg County Sheriff's
Department and Cadiz Police Depohtment.
Calloway County Fire/Rescue
• Five trucks and 13 firemen went to 368 Irvin Cobb Rd. for a house
fire. When it was reported, the house was fully engulfed, and was a total
loss, the report stated.
No one was at home at the time of the call.
—Information is obtained from reports,
citations and logs from the respective agencies.

Deputies bust meth
lab operation here
KRISTY HOPPER/Ledger & Times photc,
STUDY BREAK ... Jeanne Barnes catches up on some reading on the steps of Pogue Library Monday.

• Opportunities ...
From Front
$10,000 donation from an individual to be used towards
the renovation. The remaining money needed will come
from money that has budgeted for the department from
' Murray and Calloway County.
"We have 3.5 miles of trail in the woods through
central park. Money used for this trail is often reim-

bursed through a trail grant," said Steele.
"Whatever the building costs, we would apply it to
the grant because it (court house pavilion) is considered
trailside. We would more than likely be reimbursed that
money."
Also during the meeting, board members decided not
to reconstruct the tracks which is currently used on
some weekends for bicycle races:

Staff Report
Ledger & Times
After receis ing information
about a possible meth lab operation
on Lena Drive in Murray, Calloway
County Sheriff's Deputies Brett
Miller and Shawn Clere arrested two
Mayfield people.
Paul T. Odom, 35, and Nikki
Michelle Odom, 39. were arrested
by the sheriff's deputies. Both are
residents of 1448 Hopewell Rd., in
Mayfield, Ky.
According to a report, both indi-

viduals were charged with manufacturing methamphetamine (first
degree), and trafficking meth. They
were also charged with possession
of marijuana (under 8 oz.), possession of anhydrous ammonia and
drug paraphernalia.
Items seized at the residence
included an anhydrous ammonia
tank, a large amount of either cans,
drain opener, lithium batteries, glass
jars, rubber hoses, scales and over
5000 ephedrine pills, the report stated.

Hoptown facility
funded for ethanol
production site
HOPKINSVILLE, Ky. (AP) — U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield said
Commonwealth Agri-Energy, a partnership created by Hopkinsville
Elevator Co., will receive $500,000 in federal funds for work on a project
for an ethanol production facility.
Whitfield, R-Ky., said Monday the money will come from the U.g.
Department of Agriculture.
"The Commonwealth Agri-Energy plant will expand the use of a product
we have in high supply — corn; help our nation reduce its dependence on
foreign oil with a reliable, renewable and environmentally friendly product
— ethanol — and bring more jobs to western Kentucky," Whitfield said.
Whitfield said the state is contributing $6.5 million in tobacco settlement
money to the project.

Strike up the bands!
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The Calloway County High
School Laker Band continued its
competitive marching season with
second place honors in class AA at
the
Madisonville Invitational
Marching Band Contest on
Saturday, Sept. 8.
The Laker color guard won first
place honors in class AA and
received the highest score overall.
Brook Houston serves as color

400
A

guard instructor for the band.
The Laker Band's field show this
year is titled "Gershwin." Directors
for the Laker Band are Gary Mullins
and Lindsay King with student
teacher Cory Barnfield.
The next performance of the
Laker Band will be on Sept. 22 at
the Henderson Heritage Marching
Band Competition in Henderson,
Ky.
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Photo submitted
LONE OAK HONORS FOR TIGER BAND ... The Murray High
School Tiger Marching Band took top honors at the Lone Oak
Invitational band competition held recently. The Tigers, a Class
AA band, swept its class with awards for first place band, as well
as Best Color Guard and Best Percussion nods. The MHS band
also brought home the trophy for Grand Champion, earning the
top score at the event among all Class A, AA. AAA and AAAA
bands competing that evening. The band's show, "The Last of
the Mohicans," also earned a Distinguished Award, one of only
two given out to competing bands. That award guarantees
Murray's band a spot in the regional competition later in
October. Pictured are (I-r) Michael Swain, percussion leader;
Daniel Runnels, field commander; and Emily Runnels, color
guard captain.

Subscribe to the Murray
Ledger & Times TODAY!
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Deaths
Mrs. Mary Carlene Williams
Mrs. Mary Carlene Williams. 86, Colonial Road, Murray, died Monday,
Sept. 17, 2001, at 4:05 p.m. at her home.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Mrs. Orma Rebecca Lassiter Boyd
Mrs. Orma Rebecca Lassiter Boyd, 103, Sedalia, died Sunday, Sept. 16,
2001, at 10:15 a.m. at Heritage Manor Healthcare, Mayfield.
Her husband, Byron Presley Boyd Sr., one son, Byron Presley Boyd Jr.,
daughter-in-law, Sally Boyd, and two sisters, Eva L. Caldwell and Layne L.
Whitlow, all preceded her in death. She was the daughter of the late C.C.
and Cora Lassiter.
Mrs. Boyd was a life long resident of Sedalia and a member of Sedalia
Baptist Church where she served in many areas with special emphasis on
missions. She was a homemaker and in later years a published poet, author
and historian. She was a1917 graduate of Sedalia High School.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Carolyn Herndon and husband,
Don, Greenville, Ala.; seven grandchildren; 11 great-grandchildren; 22
nieces and nephews.
The funeral will be conducted Wednesday (her 104th birthday) at 10 a.m.
in the chapel of Byrn Funeral Home, Mayfield. The Rev. Tim Allred, the
Rev. Ray Provow and the Rev. Charles Blair will officiate.
Grandsons will be active pallbearers and nephews will be honorary pallbearers. Burial will follow in Beech Grove Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 4 to 7 p.m. today (Tuesday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Sedalia Baptist Church for the
Lottie Moon Christmas offering, 5572 St. Rt. 97, Sedalia, KY 42079.

James B. Westmoreland
Graveside services for James B. Westmoreland are today (Tuesday)at Ii
a.m. at Hickman City Cemetery, Hickman. The Rev. Kerry Lambert, chaplain at Murray-Calloway County Hospital, is officiating.
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
Mr. Westmoreland,43, Murray,died Sunday,Sept. 16,2001, at 5:20 p.m.
at West View Nursing Home, Murray.
A veteran of the United States Navy, he was formerly a machine operator at Jake!, Inc., Murray.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Donna Kay Hooper Westmoreland,
Fulton; his father, Kenneth B. Westmoreland, Valparaiso, Ind.; his mother,
Mrs. Rosalie Hammond Pankey, Hickman; one sister, Mrs. Debbie Risner,
Ethelsville, Ala.; four brothers, Anthony Westmoreland, Hobart, Ind.. and
Michael Pankey, William Pankey and Terry Ham, all of Dyersburg, Tenn.

Edgar Andrew Rockwell Sr.

Edgar Andrew Rockwell Sr., 82, Hickory, died Saturday, Sept. IS, 2001,
at 8:58 p.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
A retired warrant officer grade 3 with the U.S. Navy, he was also a retired
postmaster of Hickory Post Office. He was a member of First Baptist
Church, Mayfied, Folsomdale Lodge 283 of Free and Accepted Masons,
Grand High Priest of State of Kentucky, and York Rite Bodies of Mayfield.
He was past president of Viola Fire Department.
One son, Ronald Roy Rockwell, one sister, Vera Rockwell White, one
grandchild, and his parents, Earl H. and Mae Elizabeth Willis Rockwell, all
preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Virginia Ruth Geurin Rockwell, to
whom he had been married for 53 years; three sons, Edgar Andrew (Bobby)
The funeral for Rob McCallon will be today (Tuesday) at 3 p.m. in the Rockwell Jr., Hickory, Lawrence Andrew (Larry) Rockwell, N. Richland,
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Kendrick Lewis and the Texas; and Geurin Earl (Garry) Rockwell, Chesapeake, Va.; one nephew,
Rev. Brett Miles will officiate. Music will be by Ricky Cunningham, Gene Edgar Rockwell, Hedgeville, W.Va.; 14 grandchildren; 12 greatpianist, and Janice Graves, soloist.
grandchildren.
Active pallbearers will be Pete Waldrop, Dale Outland, Bill Crick, Elvin
The funeral will be Thursday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Byrn Funeral
Crouse, Danny Cunningham, Jody Jones, Eddie Chapman and Gary Green.
Honorary pallbearers will be Tommy Story, Rob Darnell, Mickey Home, Mayfield. The Rev. Bob Swift will officiate.
Pallbearers will be J.R. Ward, Wiley Mayfield, Jim Baker, Kenneth
Morton, Wayburn Wyatt, Bob Outland, Gail Doron, Jeff Childs, Don
Paschall, Ron Pace, Bobby Walker, Bob Satterwhite, Steve Carraway, Gibson,Tim Cook, Roy Jetton, Bill Farris and Joe Poole. Burial will follow
Thomas Murdock, Jerry Falwell, Charles Coleman, Kenneth Geurin, Jerry in Woodlawn Memorial Gardens.
Key, Buddy Anderson, Jimmy Anderson, Shea Sykes, Mark Cunningham,
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 9 p.m. Wednesday.
Jackie Butterworth, Bobby Cunningham, Terry Lee, Dwain Gibbs, Maxie
Expressions of sympathy may be made to First Baptist Church Building
Boyd, Billy Oakley and Harold Hill.
Ministries, 118 W. South St., Mayfield, KY 42066.
Burial will follow in Murray Memorial Gardens.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Kirksey United Methodist
Church, P.O. Box 8, Kirksey, KY 42054,or to the American Cancer Society.
Mrs. Loretta Gould, Cincinnati, Ohio, died Sunday, Sept. 16, 2001. at
Mr. McCallon,61, Airport Road, Murray, died Sunday,Sept. 16,2001, at
VallaSprings Nursing Home, Erlanger, Ky.
2:45 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Linda Cooper McCallon, to whom he
Survivors include her daughter, Mrs. Marilyn Germann and huband,
was married May 15, 1959; one daughter, Mrs. Mitzi Key and husband, Bill, former residents of Holiday Drive, Murray.
Rodney, one son, Randy McCallon and wife, Jeanetta, and four grandchil- . The Mass of Christian Burial will be Wednesday at 10:30 a.m. at St.
dren, McCall Key, Cooper Key, Sullivan McCallon and Sarai McCallon, all Martin of Tours Church, Cheviot, Ohio.
of Murray; three sisters, Mrs. Reba Parrish and husband, Lubie, and Mrs.
Visitation will be at Rebold Funeral Home, 3700 Glenmore Ave.,
Eva Tidwell and husband. Tim, all of Murray, and Mrs. Helen Nunnly,
Cheviot,
Ohio, from 9 to 10 a.m. Wednesday.
Mayfield.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Aaron W. Perlman Center,
United Cerebral Palsy Unit, 3333 Burnett Ave., E3140, Cincinnati, Ohio
45229-3030. attn. Sharon Andersen.
Burial rites for Dr. Evelyn Cole are today (Tuesday) at 11 a.m. in Old
Masonic Cemetery, Baldwyn, Miss. The funeral was Monday at 11 a.m. in
the chapel ofJ.H. Churchill Funeral Home, Murray, with Dr. Wendell Ray
officiating.
Dr. Cole, 91, Murray, died Saturday, Sept. 15, 2001, at 4:27 a.m. at West
View Nursing Home, Murray.
She was a member of First Baptist Church, Murray. A retired professor
of biology at Murray State University, she had also taught in Greensboro,
N.C.
Survivors include one sister, Mrs. Frances Lucille Whittle, Murray; three
nephews, James Whittle, Montgomery, Ala., Charles Whittle, Denver.
Colo., and Robert Whittle, Dayton. Tenn.

Rob McCallon

Mrs. Loretta Gould

Dr. Evelyn Cole

Town

Thai's Corner

ir

The following are events that are he signed a proclamation that
17-23
as
of interest to our readers:
declared
Sept.
NOTICES
Constitution Week.
• The Kentucky Departmeni of • In acknowledgement of his
Highways advised a road closings $800,000 bequest, the University
for Wednesday, Sept. 19. Van of Kentucky College of Law will
Cleve Road will close at 7 a.m., honor the late Judge James M.
due to road construction of the new Lassiter on Wednesday here. A
U.S. 68/80 route between Murray memorial will be presented to
and Aurora. A marked detour will Circuit Judge Dennis Foust.
be provided for the five days the Lassiter, a 1949 graduate of. the
road will be closed.
UK College of Law, served as cirEast Fork Clayton Road (mile cuit judge from 1967 until his 1986
point 0.296) is scheduled to retirement. He was elected comreopen Wednesday at 3 p.m.
• Dana Levin will not be able to monwealth's attorney for Calloway,
make her scheduled reading, Sept. Marshall and Livingston counties,
20, for the English and Philosophy plus served as senator from 1952Creative Writing Series due to air- 54.
The bequest is the largest the
line uncertainties. For more inforCollege of Law has ever received,
mation, contact 762-2670.
• Members of the Capt. Wendell and was matched by the state's
chapter of the Daughters of the Research Challenge Trust Fund,
American Revolution, Mary Sue which will be used to create the
Hubbard and Urilma Gannon, were James and Mary Lassiter Chair,
present with Mayor Freed Curd as Professorships and Fellowships.

Restaurant
The Authentic Thai Food In Town.
Original Thai food with quality and fabulous taste.
Thai food festival with all you can eat buffet Wed. & Sun.
Lunch $5.95 and Dinner $6.95
Now Serving Alcohol with some free snack with an order,
We also have Thai Beer.
So, please come and try us at Olympic Plaza, next to Gold Rush
Open 7 Days A Week • 270-753-3328
Eddie Langston
Owner

Five dead,four missing
after bridge collapse
PORT ISABEL, Texas (AP)- Department of Transportation
Underwater debris has complicated spokesman, said officials will have
the search for people who drove off to tear down an additional 80 feet of
the Queen Isabella Causeway after the bridge and remove several
the bridge partially collapsed when columns before the structure can be
barges and a tugboat slammed into repaired.
it.
Repairs to the bridge could take
The death toll stood at five as up to four months to complete.
divers called off the search for the Ferries are being set up for travel
night on Monday, two days after between the mainland and the
barges crashed into a base of the island, providing limited access to a
bridge and knocked two 80-foot five-mile stretch of hotels, water
sections into the water.
..parks, restaurants and T-shirt shops.
Trooper Adrian Rivera of the-Coast Guard spokesman Lt.
Texas Department of Public Safety Robert Wyman said the five operasaid three or four people renain tors of the tug pushing the 400-foot
missing. Recovery operations were barge will be subpoenaed next
to resume Tuesday morning.
week.
"It took about twice as long as
Investigators will look into
we thought," Lt. Lynn Dixon, whether the barges were overleader of a team of 15 divers, said loaded, whether the skipper was
Monday. "There's so much debris, awake at the time of the accident
it's difficult to orient yourself."
and whether the vessel had suffiThe bridge is the only one link- cient power to maneuver its way
ing the mainland to South Padre through the currents.
Island, one of the Gulf Coast's preStephen Mosher, president Lti
mier tourist destinations.
Brown Water Towing, which owns
The department said authorities the tug, said navigation lights on the
have recovered the bodies of Port causeway were not working at the
Isabel Fire Chief Robert Harris, 46, time of the crash. Mosher also said
Stevan Rivas, 22, Robin Leavell, the vessel struck an unmarked sand29, and Giaspar Hinojosa. The fifth bar within the channel that caused it
victim was seen in a car in the water to veer off course.
but the body has not been recovered
Wyman said all of the Coast
or identified.
Guard's channel markers, buoys
Amadeo Saenz, a Texas and lights are working properly.

FINANCIAL

Actually, the I.R.S. offers some wiggle room on the taxes part.
In fact, some types of investments accumulate capital gains,
interest and dividends on a-tax-deferred basis.* To achieve this
outcome, all you have to do is choose the applicable investment
tools. That is where Hilliard Lyons adds value.
We will be happy to brief you on the finer points of taxadvantaged investments at any time. Call Hilliard Lyons today
for a complimentary analysis. Financial Consultants Betty
Boston, V.P., C.F.F., and Tom Ewing are at your service.
Hilliard Lyons
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-3366
1-800-444-1854

1-11111ARD LYONS
J.J.B. HILLIARD,W.L LYONS,INC.
Menses New YORK Srocx EXCMANGF MAD UPC

'Hilliard Lyons does not offer tax advice Consult your legal advisor regarding your specitit
NOT FDIC INSURED • MAY LOSE

VALUE • NO BANK

GUARANTEE

Investments Since 1854.

m
Stock Market Report Porr9eas"
34.76 + 0.46
24.23 + 0.64
26.40 - 0.01
5.73 + 0.18
16.32 - 0.47
28.05 - 0.33
67.12 - 0.03
53.80 + 0.89
20.36 + 0.16
49.04 + 1.14
17.85 - 0.29
36.11 + 0.16
44.38 - 0.24
68.81 + 1.56
40.48 + 0.03
23.28 - 0.13
13.91 + 0.26
44.49 + 0.49
12.46 + 8.28

8896.40- 24.30
38.00 + 0.52
31.00 + 1.00
17.92 + 0.40
40.19 + 0.69
33.40 0.12
57.42 0.88

Ingersoll Rand
Intel
Kroger
Lucent Tech
Mattel .
McDonalds
Merck
45.50 + 0.81 M ic
Caterpillar
32.79 0.48 J.C. Penney
Daimler Chrysler
42.60 + 0.20 Pepsico, Inc
Dean Foods
39.05 1.10 Pfizer, Inc.
Exxon-Mobil
16.70 + 0.15 Schering-Plough
Ford Motor
34.80 0.35 Sears
General Electric
44.91 + 0.31 Texaco
General Motors
GlaxoSmithKline ADR -51.50 - 0.04 Union Planters
25.34 + 0.42,, US Bancorp
Goodrich
19.99 - 0.53 UST
Goodyear
12.46 B 12.69 A Wal-Mart
HopFed Banks
95.71 + 2.37 Woridcom Inc.
1 B NI
'Hilliard Lyons is a market maker in this stock
Doo Jones lad. An.
Air Products
AOL Time Warner
AT&T
Bell South
Briggs & Stratton
Bristol Myers Squibb
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HIWARD
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Hilliard Lyons
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-3366

SINCE mit

Our Best Investment Is You.
J.J.B Holltard, W.L. Lyons, Inc • Member NYSE and SIPC

906 N. 17th Street • Mayfield, KY •(270)247-1220
510 S. 4th Street • Murray. KY •(270)767-9295

Four Wheel Walker

ift
,

Wide Seat For
Comfort When
Resting\
‘

Essential Loop
Hand Brakes.
The Best System
Available

Height
Adjustable
Includes FREE
Basket and
Plastic Carry Tray

l'erfortnance„ deprnilidii10 and \ attic
Three %%tints n01111110 more perfec.11 suni
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Folds for
Transportation
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Tues., Sept. 25, 2001
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class-leading* ground clearance 19.7"1.
and ililislahie. long-Ira‘el suspension
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Calloway County
High School
Cafeteria

1854

Both are inevitable, right?

WE BUY
• Aluminum • Cans
• Brass • Copper

Annual
Meeting
Location:

SINCE

unc - price unchanged

Calloway Co.
Farm Bureau

Business Meeting:
7:30 p.m.

GUIDANCE

DEATH & TAXES.

SUBSCRIBE

Contest: 6:00
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BIG BEAR 400

SEPTEMBER "BLOW-OUT" SPECIAL'
MSRP $4599 SPECIAL $3999

Town & Country Yamaha

deloci sidwrIr handling and a plush rule_
•Iliissle-free electric start and shaft drive.
• 111-ne% analog siweilometer/odometer
ereater ‘ersatiliiN.
$11.4. JAI) rre.l.

Hwy. 94E, Murray • 753-8078
qD

YAMAHA

Sealed Bearings
for Smooth
Operation

8" Flat Free
Semi-Pneumatic Tires

Call Today (270) 753-8055

STONE-LANG CO.
MEDICAL PRODUCTS CENTER
210 South 12th St.• Murray
"SINCE 1876 - A NAME YOU CAN TRUST"
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Cal's Thoughts
By CAL THOMAS
-yridicated Columnist

Another day of infamy
The United States of
America
has
been
attacked in an act of war
that reminds us of the
secret and unprovoked
attack on Pearl Harbor 60
years ago. Except this
time, the4attack was not
by a natfon-state. The
lehberate and premeditated crash of two
•ommercial airline jets into the twin towers
of the World Trade Center in New York City
.ind another plane crash at the Pentagon is
wore than symbolic. It brings into clear
locus the state of war that his existed for
some time between America and those who
irpose our values and way of life.
President Bush, adopting a phrase used
hy his father after Saddam Hussein's invasion of KuWait, said this act of terror -will
q stand.
fhe President should not overreact. but
A hen the facts are known there needs to be
principled and coordinated response to ter-

rorism that will seriously threaten the ability
of America's enemies to repeat the horror
unleashed on the nation.
Tough words will not be enough. A single
retaliatory strike will not suffice. There
needs to be a decision by free nations everywhere to rid the planet of people and organizations that engage in such acts.
The first step — even before military
action is contemplated or taken — is to
expel from this country the people and
organizations tied to radical terrorist groups
in the Middle East. The FBI lead a joint task
force on Sept. 6 which raided an office
building in Richardson, Texas. The building
houses Arabic Web sites.
Among them is the site for the Islamic
Association for Palestine (IAP). A lawsuit
by relatives of seY7eral Jews killed in terrorist attacks in Israel accuses the IAP of having links to a network of terrorist organizations based in the U.S. These groups are
allegedly linked to HAMAS, which the

Clinton Administration listed as a foreign
terrorist group.
The Justice Department won't say what
was seized in that raid, but there are suspicions that people with ties to terrorist groups
have infiltrated the United States. These
include "sleeping cells," which are thought
to be awaiting word from radical political
and clerical leaders overseas to unleash
attacks on this country.
It is improbable that the coordinated
attacks in New York and Washington were
orchestrated solely by outsiders. They must
have had help from within this country.
Those people should be found, arrested and
prosecuted, their organizations forcibly disbanded and their members deported.
Former Secretary of Defense Casper
Weinberger told Fox News that an attack of
this kind was not believed as likely as a
chemical or biological attack. Indeed, a dose
of anthrax inside a light bulb and placed on
a subway track could also lead to massive

deaths in New York City with far less plan- those responsible do not understand is that
ning and coordination than these kamikaze- acts like this can bring the country together
like assaults.
in ways that nothing else can.
CIA Director George Tenet has said terrorists "are expanding their networks,
It may be more than coincidental that on
improving their skills and sophistication and the day of the terrorist attacks, the official
working to stage more spectacular attacks." Palestinian Authority daily said, "The suiSo why are they and their associates allowed cide bombers of today are the noble succesto remain in this country?
sors of their noble predecessors...the
Many will immediately rush to condemn Lebanese suicide bombers, who taught the
all Muslims. This would be as wrong as con- U.S. Marines a tough lesson in
demning all Japanese-Americans following (Lebanon)...and then, with no preconditions,
Pearl Harbor. Most of the 6 million Muslims they threw the last of the remaining enemy
in America are law-abiding citizens. But (Israeli) soldiers out of the (security) zone.
some aren't and they have successfully used These suicide bombers are the salt of the
the freedoms that are nearly unique to earth, the engines of history...They are the
America to undermine the very government most honorable people-among us."
that allowed them to come here.
Any response to this day of infamy
The first obligation of any President is to should begin with people like this.
preserve, protect and defend the
Constitution against all enemies,foreign and
EDITOR'S NOTE—Direct all MAIL
domestic. President Bush will need to define for Cal Thomas to: Tribune Media Services,
what that means in light of this act of war. 435 N. Michigan Aye, Suite 1500, Chicago,
He must rally and unite the nation. What III. 60611.

Main Street
10.1110.....1•MO41.0.MV.

BEFORE 941-01
. .COLN POWELL, PICK CHENEY ..

By CONSTANCE ALEXANDER
Ledger Columnist

Notes from
the front
now,
BY
.yeryone has a
,tory. a close
encounter of the
worst kind associated with last
week's terrorist
attacks in New
York
and
Washington_
A business associate trom Seattle
t:-mails to say that a good friend so as
supposed to he on Flight I I out of
Boston Sept. 11. Inexplicably.. she
lecided to change her flight tTte
light before, thus escaping a fiery
death the next morning. The plane
she was supposed to he on plunged
into one of the silvery towers of the
World Trade Center.
7Y1y- niece spends hours on
Tuesday trying to locate a close
friend. Kathy. an imestment banker..
who yvorked at the World Trade
Center complex. When the two
finally connect by cell phone late
that night. Kathy. says she yy as in a
meeting when the first pland struck.
While some of her Co-workers were
ilarmed enough to leave the building. she felt getting her work done
was top priority.
When evacuation was ordered.
she and a few colleagues head south
to a branch office where they can
take care of business. It isn't until
the first tower collapses and she
so hitches the flume spill, lava-like.
toward Broady% ay. that she realizes
her foolishness.
A friend who lives in New Jersey
calls to say that her town has apparently lost 15 in the World Trade
Center catastrophe. The adjacent
community has 10 missing and
unaccounted for. "They all have
families.- she says, her voice trembling slightly. like the needle on a
ciimpass. "What are they going to
tell the children?"
A client who. commutes into
Manhattan each day is enroute the
morning of Sept. I I. His bus is stuck
in traffic and in view of the World
Trade Center. when the first tower is
hit. At first, in true New YOrk fashion, the passengers figure it's not as
had as it looks. But a few get on
their cell phones and disquieting
IICWS start, circulating. They are all
vvatching when the second plane
slices through the other tower.
Two days later when he tells me
about it, the words still stick in his
throat. "Unbelievable." he sputters

ie vable."
Last Wednesday in the New
Jersey 'high school where my sister
teaches Special Education, her students are eager to discuss the articles
and pictures she has posted on the
board. She asks them to write down
their feelings and the room grows
quiet. When the bell rings., they
ignore it. With unprecedented
resolve. they keep writing, stringing
v‘ords and thoughts together as if
their lives depended on it.
Another e-mail. This from a
friend of a friend who lives in
Connecticut and works downtown in
the old Port Authority building,
close to the World Trade Center —
"Closer to the towers than any of the
cameras you saw," she explains.
When her building was evacuated.
she tried to head home in her car.
She saw a woman in her 50's hitchhiking on Eighth Avenue —
"There's a sight you don't see
every day.- she quips. She stops and
picks the viiornan up. "She cried
almost the whole time we were in
the car."
In the middle of Madison
Avenue. a man runs up to the vehicle, waving a Connecticut driver's
license. "So, defying every piece of
city logic, we let him in the car," she
says "It took him about four blocks
to mention that he'd been in the
.WTC when the first plane hit."
He witnessed the hit by the second plane. "He said he saw the. tail
of the plane sticking out of the building.- she reports."and then saw people start jumping from the higher
floors. He said ,he then just started
running and didn't stop until he got
the idea to try to find a car with
Connecticut plates and wave it
down, which he did.
"He ran from Wall Street to midtown in under an hour."
In the wake of such sweeping
tragedy, telling the stories is one
way to mitigate the horror and
assuage the fears. Web sites provide
guidance for parents who are trying
to answer their children's questions.
Two useful sources of information
include: www.grievingchild.org. and
the American Academy of Child &
Adolescent Psychiatry site at
www.aacap.org.
EDITOR'S
NOTE—Read
"Main Street" on line at www:murroledgercom. Contact the columnist at cavalexander0Aotmail,com.
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From
Dear Editor.
I, like mast of America, have sat before my television since Tuesday a.m. I have cried and been horrified
and I have been afraid. The horror of seeing the planes
hit the buildings, and then watching those buildings
crumble has been terrible. However, the pictures being
shown today (Friday) are the ones that bring it home.
Ordinary people holding pictures of loves ones who
were in those buildings. Are they still buried there or
are they somewhere, injured and unable to communicate with their families? All of these hope for a miracle, but most know in their hearts that these people are
gone and life will never be whole again.
Then I hear about the events of Tuesday night and I
am both angry and amazed at my fellow Americans.
Any one who would try to make money from this
crime is no better than the people who destroyed those
buildings. A fine is too small a price to pay when they
tried to line their own pockets while fellow Americans
grieved. Shame on you. I hope you have many wakeful
nights and the money you have made brings you nothing but misery.
As for those who panicked ... get a grip on reALity.
How much difference will one tank of gas make to you
in a long war? To the lady who filled five extra cans,
so you think they will carry you through? I have lived
through depression with all the bread lines and through
war that required ration cards and
America is here.
•e can beat this thing only if we all keep our heads
and pull together. If ever there was a time we should
stop looking for what is hest for one's self, it is now.
We will all be called on to sacrifice and we must be
ready to do so or be prepared to live in the shadow of
fear for the rest of our lives.
Ann B. Hays
Murray, Ky.

Dear Editor:
Diligence and high quality work deserve praise. So
it is that I take this opportunity to toss a bouquet to the
line crews of the Murray Electric System.
This past Saturday night (Sept. 8) at about 6:30, a
large limb fell across the line selving my house and
one other. It broke_ a pole and ifiessed things up generally, causing a major repair project. The System's people were on site quickly after being mitified, this
despite a similar problem in another part of town.
They worked hard until finally getting things shipshape at 12:30 Sunday morning. They left a big mess
of limbs and other kinds of debris, but a clean-up crew
came out Monday.
When they left, the place was cleaner than before
the limb ever fell.

Still no
guarantee
of victory

WASHINGTON (AP) — Froth
the Oval Office, President Bush says
America will "whip terrorism" and
defeat an enemy that "hides in shadPe
ows, and has no regard for human
life." Even from the pulpit of the
Washington National Cathedral he
vows revenge.
Similar words were heard across
the capital in the last week: "Make
no mistake about it, we will win,"
said Deputy Defense Secretary Paul
Wolfowitz. Tough talk, yes. Yet, can
a war on terrorism really be won?
Members of Congress. scholars
and national security analysts -said
that while terrorism will never be
eradicated, some battles can be won. •
Military action is expected, but this
war won't resemble those of the
BARRY SHELTON-CNSNEWS.COM
past.
"It's a little like a war against certain kinds of disease — like the
plague," said Rep. Porter Goss, RFla., chairman of the House
Intelligence Committee and a former
CIA officer. "I think you can stamp
out most of it, but from time to time
you'll get isolated incidents and then
We didn't enjoy being without power Saturday
you'll have to gear up to stamp that
night. but it was very impressive to see people so conout."
scientious about getting us up and running again when
America can't tackle terrorism by
they had doubtless been looking forward to taking it
itself,
said Sen. Joseph' Biden Jr.,
easy at home that night. And I sure had a lot of fun sitDel.,
chairman
of the Senate Foreign
ting on the steps to my house and playing sidewalk
Committee.
Squelching
Relations
superintendent!
well-organized and well-funded terJames F. Thompson rorist groups can only be done interMurray, Ky. nationally, he said.
"This is not a struggle over religion," Biden said after four hijacked
Dear Sir:
planes on suicide missions toppled
In wisely choosing Dr. King Alexander as the next
the World Trade Center's twin towpresident of Murray State University, the board of
regents of that school took two striking steps: it chose a ers in New York City, smashed into
potentially fine president and it made a contribution of
the Pentagon and dived into the
great importance to the advancement of public higher
Pennsylvania countryside.
education and education policy in Kentucky.
In his weekly radio address
Speaking as a former regent of Murray State and as
Saturday, Bush warned Americans:
one who has remained engaged with the university
",You will be asked for your
since. I believe that this choice of president markwthe
patience, for the conflict will-not be
beginning of a new Murray State opportunity to attain
short. You will be asked for resolve-,
the statewide recognition to which it is so greatly entifor the conflict will not be easy. You
tled. The present luminaries of higher education will
will be asked for your strength,
find that Dr. Alexander stands on equal ground as plans because the course to victory may be
are made and carried out for the constant improvement long."
of higher education in Kentucky.
At what point could the president
Of course, the responsibility of the regents was to
claim victory in a war on terrorism?
choose the person who could best preside over the forIf Bush is talking about eradicatward movement of Murray State. Alexander is well-fiting
several cells of terrorists around
ted for that purpose, having, I believe, the perception
the
world, he can succeed, said
and ability to bring faculty, staff and students together
in pursuit of that goal. The role of the regents now is to Clifford Egan. professor of history at
stand back and allow the University - that is, the presi- the University of Houston.
Going against states that sponsor
dent and his administration, the students, and the supeterrorism, he said, poses a string of
rior faculty that is Murray State's - to meet that challenge, and to rejoice in the process that they have set in other questions: poes the United
States go to war against those counmotion.
tries? Does it lose allies? Does it
removed
in
the
So far
western corner of Kentucky
want to become a global policeman?
from most of the action. Murray State University
Will the American people grow
stands as a star in Kentucky's public higher education
crown. Having a talented faculty, giving valuable atten- weary of this? Will they tolerate
tion to the liberal arts, and offering many accredited
casualties?
programs to its students, Murray State's geographical
"Ideally, the administration needs
location in the southwestern corner of Kentucky too
to eliminate these individuals, bring
often obscures it from the kind of attention given its
them to justice and be done with it,"
more centrally-located sisters. Tucked away in that cor- Egan said.'Then they can take other
ner is a university that serves its region exceptionally
steps to mitigate terrorism."
well, and serves equally those students from other
"1'his is a conflict without battleregions of the state who are lucky enough to encounter
fields or beachheads, a conflict with
the riches of this gem of the Western marches. Dr.
opponents who believe they are
Alexander's presidency will make it shine.
invisible. Yet they are mistaken,"
Philip M. Lanier Bush said. "They will be exposed."
Louisville, Ky.

Readers
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Births

Jo's Datebook
By JO BURKEEN
Community Editor

James D. Emerson III
Jimmy and Cindy Emerson of Murray are the parents of a son,
James D. Emerson III, born on Wednesday. Sept. 12, 2001, at 1:46
p.m. at the New Beginnings Birthing Center, Jackson Purchase Medical Center, Mayfield.
The baby weighed eight pounds eight ounces and measured 22
inches. A sister is Gracie.
Grandparents are James and Mavis Emerson and Floyd and Callie
Hale. A great-grandmother is Mrs. Grace L. Hale.

The Christian Family Ministry is an on-going
extension service that will be involved in outreach, assisting local ministers and pastors.
The primary purpose of the CFM is to develop a relationship between the participants and
the Christian community.
A short information session will take place
on Saturday, Oct. 13, at 10 a.m. in the fellowship room of St. John Missionary Baptist Church, L.P. Miller and
Spruce Streets, Murray.
All Christians are encouraged to attend. For more information
call John Bowers at 767-0516.

Bryan Charles Moyer
Mr. and Mrs. Randy Moyer of 58 Sultana Ct., Lake Jackson, Texas,
are the parents of a son, Bryan Charles Moyer, born on Friday, Aug.
31, 2001, at 2 p.m. at Brazoport Hospital, Lake Jackson, Texas.
The baby weighed nine pounds and measured 19 1/2 inches. The
mother is the former Marla Tipton of Murray. A brother is Jacob, 3.
Grandparents are Charles and Diana Tipton of Hawthron Road,
Murray. and Mr..and Mrs. Joe Spiller of Houston, Texas.

Registration scheduled
Registration for Enrichment classes for Murray City Schools will
be Thursday and Friday, Sept. 20 and 21, from 7:30 a.m. to 6 p.m.
at the Murray Board of Education, 208 South 13th St., Murray. No
early or phone registrations will be taken.

Michael Jonathan Wade
Jonathan and Deborah Wade of New Concord are the parents of
a son, Michael Jonathan Wade, born on Tuesday, Aug. 21, 2001, at
6:55 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The baby weighed
nine pounds five ounces.
Grandparents are Michael and Linda Lamb of New Concord and.
Leonard and Ann Wade of England.
Aunts and uncles include Andrew Lamb and Teresa Lamb, New
Concord; Joe Lamb of New Concord and his bride-to-be, Barbara, of
Indiana, Chad and Tabitha Zimmerman of Wisconsin, and Eleanor
Wade of England.

Food Roundup this month
September is Food Roundup month for Kentucky Baptist Homes
for Children. Volunteers are needed to help inventory and pack nonperishable food and personal care items at pick-up points statewide.
Local churches are also collecting for this roundup. To volunteer call
1-800-456-1386.

UDC Chapter will meet
J.N. Williams Chapter of the United Daughters of the Confederacy will meet Wednesday, Sept. 19, at 1 p.m. in the annex of the Calloway County Public Library. All interested persons are invited.

Blood drive Wednesday
A blood drive will be Wednesday, Sept. 19, from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
in the senior friends activity room on the third floor of the medical
office building of Jackson Purchase Medical Center. Larry Doyle,
coordinator for Calloway County Red Cross Blood Drives, said persons can give blood on Wednesday or at the Calloway drives on Sept.
22 from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. at Orscheln's Farm and Home Store, across
from MSU Stewart Stadium or on Sept. 25 from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m.
at Calloway Courthouse. Pizza Hut will give a free pan pizza to any
person giving blood through Sept. 30, but the person must bring a
signed slip showing that blood was donated.

Historical pictures needed
Pictures for the book, "Pictorial History of Calloway County?' will
be collected on Tuesdays and Thursdays from noon to 5 p.m. by the
Alpha Department of the Murray Woman's Club at the club house.
Also pictures will be collected at the Community Resource Fair in
Murray State University Curris Center on Saturday, Sept. 22.

Washing machine needed
Murray City Schools is requesting the donation of a good washing machine for a family with two small children. Anyone having one
to donate call 759-9592.

MHS Booster Club will meet
Murray High School Booster Club will meet Wednesday, Sept. 19,
at 5:30 p.m. in the school cafeteria. All interested persons are invited.

lntersession registration now
Registration for Murray Middle School Kids' Company and Murray Elementary School Kids' Company for fall break and fall intersession started Sept. 17, and will continue through Friday, Sept. 21.
MES will be from 2:30 to 6 p.m. and MMS from 3 to 6 p.m., both
in the school cafeterias.

Counselor to be at MHS
Tar Beard, an admissions counselor at Western Kentucky University, Bowling Green, will visit Murray High School on Wednesday.
Sept. 19, at noon. She will discuss with prospective students the
opportunities offered at Western.

Janeen Klaproth and Michael Winters

Banned Books Week
Klaproth and Winters
to
feature
Valentine
wedding on Saturday
Janeen Marie Klaprcith and Michael George Winters will be married Saturday, Sept. 22, 2001. at 2:30 p.m. at Patti's 1880's Settlement, Gland Rivers.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend.
Miss Klaproth is the daughter of Charles and Jeanette Klaproth of
Aurora.
Mr. Winters is the son of Daniel and Vinita Winters of Murray.
The bride-elect, a 1994 graduate of Marshall County High School,
received her bachelor of science degree in business and marketing
education from Murray State University in 1998. She is employed as
coordinator of non-credit and youth programs for the center for continuing education at MSU.
The groom-elect is a 1991 graduate of Calloway County High
School and attended Murray State University. He is employed by
Clayton Construction and co-owner of D&M Construction.

Masthay selected Rotary
Student of Month
Tom Masthay, a senior at Murray High School, was recently
selected as a Rotary Club Student
of the Month.
At MHS, Masthay has been a
member of the TV Club. Spanish
Club and has served as news editor of the school newspaper, Black
and Gold. He is a member of
Quill and Scroll, journalism honor
society.

CCHS Council will meet
Calloway County High School Site-based Decision Making Council will meet Wednesday. Sept. 19. at 4 p.m. in the school library.
Agenda items include financial report. policy manual review, committees and open forum. This is open to all interested persons.

Singles (SOS) will meet
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet tonight (Tu8day),
Sept. 18, at 7 p.m. at Calloway Inn, Murray. This is open to all singles whether divorced, widowed or never married. For information
call Jackie at 1-270-247-7754, Barbara at 436-5032 or Larry at 7537785.

Sexual Health
In Men Linked
To Prostate

Health Express lists stops
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will offer
blood pressure checks, pulse, cholesterol and triglyceride screenings at
its stops this month. The latter screenings require a food fast (water
only) for 14 hours. Stops will be at MCCH Wellness Center (inside)
from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 3 p.m. Wednesday: Burton's
Service Station at Lynnville from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. and Holmes
Bros. Market at Tri-City from 1 to 3 p.m. Thursday.

Lodge meeting Tuesday
Woodmen of the World Lodge 170 - Kirksey, will meet tonight
(Tuesday), Sept. 18. at 6 p.m. at Boulders restaurant For information
call 489-6251.

ROTARY MEETING...Billy Ray
Smith, Kentucky commissioner of agriculture, was
speaker at a recent meeting
Of the Murray Rotary Club held
at Pagliai's.

Music Department will meet
Music Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet tonight
(Tuesday), Sept. 18, at 7 p.m. at the club house. Conny Ottway and
her violin students will present the program. Hostesses will be Virginia Randolph, Beth Bockman, Julia Caldwell, Suzie Crook. Angela
Massey, Annie Nance and Sondra Rice.
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Do you have a C.D.
or I.R.A. maturing?

5.50%
(September, 2001)

.
.
S.

tiscor,

Masthay has
been selected for
the first team allregion in Soccer and has
received the academic all-region
award in basketball. He is a
member of the
tiger
Track
Team and is
Masthay
presently state
champion in the 110m and 300m
hurdle events...
He has served on the Student
Leadership Advisory Committee
for the Kentucky High Schpol
Athletic Association.
Masthay is the son of Jean and
Mark Masthay. After graduation
he plans to attend college, majoring in the field of engineering.

Southern Farm Bureau Life's
Fixed Annuity
This competitive interest rate is guaranteed for one year upon issue and
is subject to change on policy
anniversary dates However, regardless of rate changes over the years.
Southern Farm Bureau Life guarantees the rate will never decrease
below 300% Since early surrender
charges apply. please call for details.

(SPECIAL)— Men and women both
have the hormones testosterone and estrogen in a balance that gives each sex its
respective characteristics. As men age,their
hormone balance changes, resulting in prostate concerns v.hich can affect sexual health.
As men grow older, their testosterone is
increasingly cons erted to estrogen and
dihydrotestosterone tl3HT) by the enzymes aromatase and 5-alpha reductase.
resulting in a dramatically higher ratio of
estrogen to testosterone. In fact, most
estrogen in the male body originates as testosterone and is the result ofthis breakdown.
A new all natural product called
PROSTROLTm 50 PLUS has recently
become available that helps men maintain
proper hormone balance and optimal prostate health. PROSTROL 50 PLUS inhibits
the action of aromatase and 5-alpha reductase, the enzymes involved in the conversion of testosterone to estrogen and DHT.
PROSTROL 50 PLUS helps men maintain
a healthy testosterone les el, a s igorous
sexual potential and general well-being.
According to a spokesperson.
PROSTROL 50 PLUS contains key ingredients revealed in the best selling new book
called "The Prostate Cstre."* PROSTROL
50 PLUS is available without prescription
at pharmacies and nutrition stores or call 1800-634-2348 c 200o ock*,

Banned Books Week will be
Sept. 24 to 28.
This is a week set aside by
the American Library Association
to celebrate the constitutional rights
to freedom of speech and press,
and to remind the public that these
freedoms are in jeopardy when
efforts are made to stifle the free
exchange of knowledge, ideas and
expression.

"Mr. Twain," also known as
Bob Valentine of Murray State
University, has agreed to come to
Paducah Community College
Library and speak to this generation about censorship and anything
else he cares to address.
Valentine will be at the PCC
Library on Thursday. Sept. 27, at
2 p.m. Refreshments will be served
later in the downstairs of the library.

Become a 4-H
l
e
i

VOLUNTEER

Call 753-1452
For More
Information

*****

*****4.

Calloway County Salvation Army
Service Unit is joining with the
National Relief Effort in
New York City

*
**
*
***

Financial donations may be sent to
the local or regional addresses below.
Calloway County
Salvation Army
Service Unit
Joann Faihst
Unit Treasurer
817 Bagwell Blvd.
Murray, KY 42071

Salvation Army
Divisional
Headquarters
216 W. Chestnut St.
P.O. Box 2229
Louisville, KY
40201-2229

FOR INFORMATION CALL 759-9676
MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE To SALVATION ARMY
&SASE.

:Duro
e5s.clioatt5

PROSTROL SO PLUS Is svallablo

HONEY TREE NATURAL FOODS
1304-0 Chestnut St • 753-3461
Hwy. 121
Bypass
753-4703

•Nerther the authors or pablishen of this book have
any ownership interest have not endorsed or teen
Acted to endorse thus product
These statements have not been evaluated by the MA
Prostml SO Plus is not intended to diagnose, treat. cure
prevent in,, AI
Paid arlvortIsement

1674 STATE RoUTE • 121 Nom • MuRRAY, KY • 753-2348
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Racers add second Imit opponent
York and Washington, D.C. that wiped
out Week 3 of the college football season. "Looking back on it, I think we
made the right decision not to play. Our
kids weren't anywhere near focused on
football, and that's understandable.
By SCOTT NANNEY
"We've talked to the kids about what
Sports Editor
happened and about their concerns. Now
Healing and rescheduling were two of its important to get back into somewhat
the biggest topics discussed by college of a routine. And I think we'll get focused
toothall programs around the country on because we've got good kids."
!Monday.
Pannunzio and MSU athletics director
And you can count Murray State among E.W. Dennison have also spent their downthem.
time on the telephone, desperately seekHelping his players deal with the emo- ing another game — and possibly two
tional trauma of the past week has been — for the 2001 schedule.
Racer head coach Joe Pannunzio's top
Big Ten member Minnesota — a forpriority.
mer employer of Pannunzio (1992-94) —
Finding a replacement game for last answered that call yesterday by agreeing
1.keekend•s canceled matchup with Divi- to host the Racers at 1:30 p.m. (CST)
sion II North Alabama was priority No. Oct. 27 at the Hubert H. Humphrey
Metrodome in suburban Minneapolis.
Mission accomplished on both fronts.
The Gophers — 1-1 after a season"It's been an interesting week for every- opening 38-7 loss to Toledo and a 44-14
hod‘.- said Pannunzio in the wake of triumph over Louisiana-Lafayette on Sept.
last Tuesday's terrorist attacks on New 8 — will become the second Divisio

•Minnesota will be
opponent for Oct. 27
game at Metrodome

MSU at S. Illinois
When: Saturday,
1:30 p.m. CDT
Where: McAndrew
Stadium;
Carbondale, III.
A opponent on MSU's schedule this year.
The Racers fell to Southeastern Conference member Ole Miss 49-14 on Sept.
I.
Murray also had discussions with several other schools, including Colorado, Kentucky, Indiana, Wisconsin, Alabama, Marshall and Cincinnati. But Minnesota was
the most logical choice because it had
an opening with the loss of last Saturday's game versus Baylor. .
Scheduling another I-A opponent will
help MSU recoup the loss of revenue
from last weekend's cancellation and from
a low turnout for the Sept. 8 home opener against Illinois State, which was hampered by inclement weather.

The Racers will reportedly earn in the
Dennison, a member of the Division
neighborhood of $300,000 for playing at I-AA Football Committee, noted that the
Minnesota. That revenue will be added committee has voted unanimously to allow
to the $200,000 MSU received from its the start of the Division I-AA Playoffs
trip to Mississippi.
to be pushed back a week to Dec. 1,
"It's going to be another money game giving Murray another open date (Nov.
for us," explained Pannunzio, who already 24) on the schedule.
has the money earmarked for facility
While the MSU brass is busy finalizimprovements. "We want to put air con- ing plans for future games, the Racers
ditioning in our locker room and our are trying to get focused on this Saturready room, and in our equipment and day's contest at Southern Illinois.
training rooms. That would, help all of
The Salukis, under the direction of
our programs out."
new head coach Jerry Kill, lost the only
There's a chance the Racers could also
game they've played this year, falling to
add an 11th game to the schedule to
make up for just three home dates — Ohio Valley Conference member SouthIllinois State, Oct. 13 versus rival East- east Missouri State 24-6.
But, according to Pannunzio, that likeern Kentucky and Nov. 10 against Tenhasn't
dampened the spirits of the S1U
ly
nessee-Martin.
"Losing the North Alabama game leaves faithful.
"Naturally, there's going to be a lot
us with just three home games, which is
excitement for that program," he
of
a hardship for our season ticket holders,"
Dennison said. "We're still looking for a explained. "They're going to be playing
fourth home game for this season, and their first home game and they've got a
we'll have six home games next year, new head coach, so its going to be a big
and possibly seven."
challenge for us."

Smith
shuts
down
Brewers

Baseball back
with Patriotic
theme Monday
By The Associated Press
Hie American flags were everyv‘here
sewn on players' unit orm,. stretched across fields,
\ka‘eLl in the stands and embla/oiled on bases.
With a tear or two, baseball
resumed Monday night and showed
its true colors, from coast to coast
and across the border to Canada.
Stadiums were awash in red,
white and blue for six games in
the majors. Montreal infielder Geoff
MUM tn en dyed his hair to match.
The fans returned, too, ready
to pick up where they left off six
days ago. when cheering came
easier. All over, the scenes were
decidedIN, different than ones before
the terrorist attacks on America:
Mets players wearing caps
ith inscriptions now familiar to
milliknis all over the world: NYPD
and FDN Y.
- Hundreds of St. Louis' finest
marching out to the warning track
to honor fallen officers in New
York
- "LSI! USA!“ chants, patriotic song,. a video tribute and
tree-tlowing tears at Veterans Stadium
At Dodger Stadium. longtime
Los Angeles broadcaster Vin Scull\ addressed the crowd. saying:
The president has said it is time
to go hack to work. Baseball gets
up out of the dirt, brushes itself
• oft and goes back to kork.-The country is -looking over

our shoulder," Philadelphia outfielder Doug Glanville said. "You
have to go on with your life.
Baseball is a fabric of this coun'try. It can be a process of turning things around."
Security was tightened. Players
were asked for identification and
fans were stopped from bringirig
coolers, backpacks and large bags
into stadiums. There were also
more police and security officers.
along with bomb-sniffing dogs.
"I think it's a good idea if it
helps people feel safer," Glenda
Harrison of Kirkwood, Mo., said
at Busch Stadium.
There were many noticeable
changes.
Players wore the stars and stripes
on their jerseys and caps and "God
Bless America" was swapped for
-Take Me Out to the Ball Game"
during the seventh-inning stretch.
Some teams have asked permission from baseball to wear black
armbands.
The six games were all in the
National League. The one scheduled American League game,
between the New York Yankees
and Tampa Bay Devil Rays, was
postponed for logistical reasons.
Philadelphia manager Larry
Bowa broke down and cried during pr.egame ceremonies. But it took
only three batters for Philliet fans
to get back in form: They booed
after Atlanta's Chipper Jones hit
a home run.

James A. Finley/AP Photo

AMERICAN PRIDE...A huge American flag was the centerpiece of pregame ceremonies at
Busch Stadium in St. Louis before the Cardinals' game against the Milwaukee Brewers
Monday. The ceremonies were in support of America and in memory of the victims of the
attacks on the World Trade Center and the Pentagon. The ceremonies included thousands
of St. Louis-area firefighters, police officers and other men and women in uniform

Morriss, Wildcats ready for return to field
IT\IN(
)N, Ks. tAP)
Had
heen up to Kentucky coach Guy.
Mortiss. the Wildcats would have
plarLI at Indiana last Saturday.
The deadl terrorist attacks in
\cw. York and Washington D.C,
inade that impossible, so all Morriss and his players could do was
ilille to practice and look toward
their nest game -- against seciid-ranked Florida.
"I concur with our President.
Its time to get back to work,Morriss said during his weekly
news conference Monday. -... Our
kids are excited about the opportunity in playing the number two
team in the country."
Morriss said there was a somber
mood among the team in the days
following the attacks on the World
Trade Center and the Pentagon.
As the days transpired. however.
the players seemed to regain some
it

of their focus and even looked
forward to taking the field.
"Obviously (last) Tuesday they
were buzzing about it and in shock
just_ like everyone else," he said.
"We didn't ask them to put it
totally out of their minds, just to
put it aside a little so we could
get our work done.
"I know they're not going to
totally forget about what's going
on in the world. But we've got
to find a way to put it aside and
concentrate on playing this football game this weekend."
Even in the best of times, taking on Florida (2-0) is a daunting task. The Gators have beaten
Kentucky (1-1) 14 straight times
dating back to the Wildcats' 10-3
victory in Lexington in 1986.
'Notwithstanding the events of
the past week, Morriss knows his
squad. which is trying to break

Planning a Party?
Need a cool place to meet?
Call Debbie before 11 a.m. or after 1 p.m.
to make your reservations

in a redshirt freshman quarterback
with only one career start, will
have its hands full.
"It's a big challenge for us,"
he said. "Florida is a great football team. Coach (Steve) Spurrier

does a really nice job and he'll
have those guys ready, I'm sure.
"We have to get our kids refocused and concentrate on what we
need to get done. Hopefully we'll
get a good effort from our kids

and just let the chips fall. That's
how we'll approach it."
Morriss said the unexpected off
week gave the Wildcats' injuryplagued starters a chance to heal
up.

Refs, NFL agree to new six-year deal
NEW YORK (AP) -- The NFL and its officials have agreed to a new contract, all but ending the lockout that had forced the league to use
replacements. a league source told The Associated Press.
The deal, which must be ratified by the 119
officials, is for the same amount of money the
league had offered on Sept. 4, although some
details are different.
It calls for a 50 percent raise this season and
100 percent by the fourth year of a six-year contract, the source said, speaking on condition of
anonymity.
Tom Condon. chief negotiator for the union,
had no immediate comment.
Sources on both sides said the agreement was

speeded up in the wake of the terrorist attacks,
which cast a whole new perspective on sports
events in general. Both sides agreed the horror
and destruction trivilized the labor dispute.
The deal was worked out with Bill Carollo.
the executive director of the NFL Referees Association, and Jeff Bergman, two of the four members of the negotiating committee, the source said.
One official, who also asked anonymity, confirmed that Dan Rooney, owner of the Pittsburgh
Steelers and Jeff Past', the league's lead negotiator, had been talking with Camllo and Bergman.:
Rooney, one of the NFL's most respected owners, has been the catalyst in ending past labor
disputes — the man the league brings in when
it wants to make a deal.

OIL CHANGE SPECIAL

Ain't jhat ..Art
7attooinoti'Tiercing
ii\

814.95
(*On most cars & trucks)

Jerry • Les • Jayson
(

Dixieland-Court • 1304 Chestnut St.
Murray, KY 42071
Open Mon.-Sat. 1:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m.

1510 Chatted St.

759-3663

(270) 759-2005
h_

ST. LOUIS (AP) - Coming
off his no-hitter, rookie Bud Smith
allowed only three hits in seven
innings as the St. Louis Cardinals beat the Milwaukee Brewers
2-1 Monday night.
The 21-year-old Smith held San
Diego hitless Sept. 3. He skipped
a start after throwing 134 pitches in that outing, then waited for
baseball to resume play after Tuesday's terrorist attacks.
Albert Pujols drove in the goahead run with a single in the
sixth as the Cardinals won for the
seventh time in eight games and
pulled into a tie with idle San
Francisco for the wild card lead.
St. Louis is 4 1/2 games behind
NL Central-leading Houston.
The game drew a crowd of
30,528 and had a patriotic flavor.
It took about 10 minutes for a
large contingent of police and firefighters to take their positions
before the National Anthem, and
fans stood and cheered the entire
time.
They cheered again after a 21fireworks salute before the game.
This time, Smith (4-2), who
struck out five and walked one,
was limited to 88 pitches.
All three hits off Smith were
singles. The Brewers ended a 23inning scoreless slump with an
unearned run in the fifth after
right fielder J.D. Drew misplayed
Devon White's liner, the ball glancing off his wrist.
White went to second on the
play and scored from third on Henry
Blanco's one-out grounder to give
the Brewers the lead.
Smith's hitless string ended at
11 innings when Jose Hernandez
singled to start the third. The lefthander retired the side in order
the first two innings, with three
strikeouts and three popups.
Milwaukee starter Ruben Quevedo (4-3) lasted seven innings, giving up two runs on six hits with
five strikeouts and a walk.
Both of the Cardinals' runs
came in the sixth. Placido Polanco and Drew hit consecutive oneout doubles for the first run.
Pujols' RBI was his 112th, tying
the team rookie record set in 1953
by Ray Jablonski.
Drew scored standing up on
the play, but barely beat White's
relay from center field.
Steve Kline retired Geoff Jenkins on a liner to right with the
bases loaded to end the eighth,
and finished for his eighth save
in nine chances

We Also Have A Wide Selection Of New & Used Tires )

HOLLAND TIRE CO.
96 East Main Street • 753-5606

MURRAY

SCOREBOARD
The Insurance Center
of Murray
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
"Your more than one company agency"
David King

901 Sycamore

753-8355

MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
W
L
Pct. GB
Atlanta
78 65 .545 —
Philadelphia
76 68 .528 2.5
New York
72 73 .497
7
Florida
67 77 .465 11.5
Montreal
61 83 .424 17.5
Central Division
W
L
Pet. GB
Houston
84 59 .587
St Louis
80 64 .556 4.5
Chicago
78 65 .545 6
Milwaukee
63 82 .435 22
Cincinnati
58 86 .403 26.5
Pittsburgh
55 89 .382 29.5
West Division
L
W
Pet GB
Arizona
82 62 .589
San Francisco
80 64 .556
2
Los Angeles
78 66 .542
4
San Diego
71 73 .493 11
Colorado
62 81
.434 19.5
Today's Games
Florida (Penny 7-9) at Montreal (Thurman
8-10), 6:05 p.m.
N.Y. Mots (Appier 8-10) at Pittsburgh
(D.Williams 2-6), 6:05 p.m.
Chicago Cubs (Lieber 18-6) at Cincinnati
(Dessens 9-12). 6:05 p.m.
Atlanta (Glavine 14-7) at Philadelphia (Duckworth 2-1), 6:05 p.m.
Milwaukee (J.Wright 9-11) at St. Louis (Hermanson 12-12). 7:10 p.m.
Arizona (Schilling 20-6) at Colorado (Thomson 2-5), 8:05 p.m.
San Diego (Jarvis 11-10) at Los Angeles
(Adams 12-6), 9:10 p.m.
Houston (Oswalt 14-2)at San Francisco(Ortiz
14-9), 9115 p.m.

AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
W
L
Pct
New York
601
86 57
Boston
511
72 69
Toronto
70 73
489
Baltimore
387
55 87
Tampa Bay
50 93
350
Central Division
Pct.
Cleveland
82 62
569
Minnesota
76 68
528
74 70
514
Chicago
Detroit
57 86
399
Kansas City
57 86
399
West Division
W
L
Pct.
x-Seattle
104 40
722
Oakland
604
87 57
Anaheim
73 71
507
Texas
458
66 78
x-clinched playoff spot

GB
13
16
30.5
36
GB
6
8
24 5
24 5
GB
17
31
38

Today's Games
Baltimore (Johnson 10-11) at Toronto (Escobar 6-6). 6:05 p.m.
Tampa Bay (Sturtze 8-11) at Boston (Nomo
11-8), 8:05 p.m..
Kansas City (Durbin 7-14) at Cleveland
(Finley 6-6). 8:05 P.m.
Detroit (Weaver 11-14) at Minnesota (Radke
12-9), 7:05 p.m.
Oakland (Mulder 18-7) at Texas (Hoeing
11-9), 7:05 p.m.
N.Y. Yankees (OtHemandez 2-6) at Chicago White Sox (Buehrle 13-7), 7:05 p.m.
Anaheim (Ortiz 12-8) at Seattle (Garcia 165), 905 p.m.
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Rolen leads Philly
past Atlanta 5-2
to up his hat as fans gave him a
By The Associated Press
Once all the tributes were over standing ovation.
"I was three steps from the
and the tears had dried, the Philadelphia Phillies turned their attention (clubhouse) door when Bowa came
up the runway," Rolen said. "I
right back to the pennant race.
Scott Rolen hit two home runs didn't feel right about coming out.
off Greg Maddux, and the Phillies Bowa said 'I know it's not you
came back from baseball's six-day and you don't want to do this,
stoppage to beat the Atlanta Braves but there's something special about
this night.' We agreed on some5-2 Monday night.
Philadelphia won the opener of thing. I'm glad I did it."
In other NL games, it was New
a four-game series and closed within 2 1/2 games of first-place Atlanta York 4, Pittsburgh 1; Arizona 7,
in the NL East.
Colorado 3; San Diego 6. Los Ange"It was a big win for us, but les 4; St. Louis 2, Milwaukee 1;
it'll take time to put that into per- and Florida 10, Montreal 6.
spective," Rolen said.
Rolen, who became the fifth
The Braves had won six of player to hit two home runs in a
seven before last Tuesday's ter- game off Maddux, hadn't conrorist attacks forced the majors to nected against the Atlanta ace in
40 career at-bats coming in.
postpone games.
On an emotional night at VetMiles Kennedy/AP Photo
erans Stadium, Rolen broke a 2- SERVING
IT
UP...Atlanta
all tie in the sixth inning with his Braves pitcher
Greg Maddux
22nd home run and reached 100
throws against the PhiladelRBIs for the second time in his
phia Phillies in the first inning
career.
of
the Braves' 5-2 loss MonRolen had to be coaxed out of
day
in Philadelphia.
the dugout by manager Larry Bowa

Laker golf splits
with Lone Oak

Everett arrives
late to workout,
suspended by Sox
BOSTON (AP) - Carl Everett behavior."
was suspended for four games by
Everett also was fined an undisthe Boston Red Sox on Monday, closed amount, but Duquette
a day after reporting late to a wouldn't say whether the player
workout, the latest in a series of argued with Kerrigan, although he
penalties against the outfielder.
referred reporters to stories in
Everett reportedly berated man- Monday's newspapers citing such
ager Joe Kerrigan, who had told a dispute.
him to leave when he arrived late.
"The player was late for work
He also had several run-ins with on Sunday and there was also a
Jimy Williams, who was fired as misconduct by Everett in an incimanager Aug. 16.
dent stermning from his being late,"
Everett was suspended lt) games Duquette said in a conference call.
by baseball last season for bump- "The club was not pleased with
ing umpire Ron Kulpa and one it, especially in light of what hapgame by the team this year in pened" last week.
spring training for arriving late
After terrorist attacks on the
and missing the bus.
World Trade Center and the PenThen he arrived late Sunday.
tagon last Tuesday, all major league
"The club was not pleased with baseball games were postponed
the incident over the weekend and through Sunday. The Red Sox held
we felt a strong need to sanction closed workouts Saturday, Sunday
the behavior," general manager Dan and Monday at Fenway Park and
Duquette said Monday. "We're not are scheduled to play Tuesday
going to tolerate this type of night at home against Tampa Bay.

UofL reschedules
game with Illinois
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Louisville's football game at Illinois, rescheduled for Saturday,
will kick off at 12:10 p.m. EDT
and will be televised nationally
on ESPN.
The game was originally scheduled for last Saturday in Cham-

paign, Ill., but was postponed
because of the terrorist attacks
on New York and Washington,
D.C. The game was to be broadcast on ESPN2.
Illinois was previously scheduled to play at Michigan this
Saturday, but that game was
moved back to Sept. 29 in Ann
Arbor.
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SIGNING DAY.. Murray State football players spend time
signing autographs for students at Southwest Elementary School during their recent visit.

HOME PHONE SERVICE

3Deposit
95
c9

NO C°:::Theck

FREE

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
The Calloway County boys' and
girls' golf teams held their final
home matches of the 2001 season
Monday at Oaks Country Club,
where they faced Lone Oak.
The host Lady Lakers defeated
Lone Oak 150-156 in six holes
of girls' play, while the visitors
upended CCHS 156-164 in nine
holes of boys' action.
Kaysin Hutching led Calloway's
girls' squad with a round of 34
to earn medalist honors. Robyn
Ryan also boosted the Lady Lakers with a 38 while Jenny Gingles and Whitney Hendon both

Nokia 510016100
Complete Handsfree Kit
wl Antenna Installed!

JOHNNY W. WILLIAMS, M.D.
Ophlhalmologisf
[ye Physician & Surgeon

ACTIVATION $159-95
gibgabgear.com
CELLTOUCH,inc.

767-9111
Dixieland Shopping Center
(B•hind H•rdette ort Chostnut St )

shot 39.
On the boys' side, the Lakers
were paced by Josh Burks' 1 under-par 35. Jeffrey Boyle followed with a 41 as Matt Butterworth, Matthew Morris and John
Lee Fisher all carded 44s.
Calloway will,close its regular
season today when it joins Murray High, Marshall County and University Heights Academy at 4 p.m.
at Murray Country Club.
The Girls' First Region Tournament is scheduled for Sept. 24
in Mayfield, while Drake Creek
Golf Course in Ledbetter will be
the site of the Boys' First Region
Tournament Sept. 25.

660 N. 12th Street • Next to Office Depot, Murray, KY

The place to
get all of your
communication gear!

1-800-272-9477

Free "Micro-Tunes" Radio
Purchase a professionally installed oil change using any
Valvoline® Motor Oil and receive a "Micro-Tunes" Radio for Free.
Plus, enter the "Super Sound System" Sweepstakes
and Win a Home Theater System
Ask your installer for an entry form or visit www.valvoline.com
No purchase necessary to enter sweepstakes. Offer ends 11/4/01.

Express
41011140K4Fr

For Best
Performance
Change Oil
Every 3000 Miles

110,

102 S. 12th St. • 759-3278
Hrs: Mon.-Sat. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.

look for the V.
1t shows they know."'

SCHEDULE
TODAY
WOMEN'S GOLF
Murray State at Radford/
Draper Valley Invitational
Radford, Va. - TBA
HIGH SCHOOL GOLF
• Murray, Calloway County, Marshall County and. University
Heights Academy (boys/girls) at
Oaks Country Club - 4 p.m.
GIRLS' SOCCER
• Murray vs. Calloway County
Jim Nix Complex - 5:30 p.m.
BOYS' SOCCER
• Murray vs. Calloway County
Jim Nix Complex - 7 p.m.
WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL
• Murray St. vs. West. Kentucky
Bowling Green, Ky. - 7 p.m.
JUNIOR _HIGH FOOTBALL
• Calloway Co. vs. Trigg County
Cadiz, Ky. - 7 p.m.

A

•

CALL

C:11111E414
S11)1411E115

woman's work...

Holland Medical is accredited, and has 'round the clock SerViCe,
SO I don't have to feel that I'm in this by myself
MURRAY

PADUCAH

120 Max Hurt Drive
Murray • KY 42071
270-753-1465
Toll Free:
1-800-2274125

1914 Broadway
Paducah • KY 42001
270442-6311
Toll Free:
1-800-223-4947

Ask us about accepting
Medicare assignment

I'm still taking care of him, but at least, for the kind
all I have to do is say

or help I need at home,

"Holland':

Holland Medical Equipment

OF MURRAY AND
CAI t MAY COUNTY INC
d

(270) 753-9500

or

Sometime I think a woman spends her whole life taking care others.
Since Jim's been in the hospital. I feel like I've been living for two people
Now that he's coming home. I'm soins to set some help. When they asked
me who I wanted to supply the hospital bed and respiratory equipment.
I said, "Holland Medical':

Rwis
t
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Education
Tuesday, September 18, 2001

GUEST SPEAKER.. Officer Mike came to speak to all the
P3/P4 students at Murray Elementary about his job in the
community.

SHOW AND TELL.. Ms. Black, music teacher at Murray Ele- "P" STANDS FOR...Murray Elementary P1 students worked with
mentary, is showing students many different instruments the letter P. They made pink P's with pictures of items that
that musicians use. Laiken Balmer correctly identifies an begin with the letter P.
instrument in the book.

GONE FISHING...Joshua Jones and Shayna Smith enjoy a I NEED THIS MANY...Shayna Smith, Addyson Bebber and Ashgame of fishing during Centers at Calloway County Preschool. ley Holder of Calloway County Preschool are cutting out
apples for their family trees during center time.

ALONG THE WAY...CCHS students re-enact a scene from
the Epic of Gilgamesh in which Gilgamesh meets the only
mortals ever granted immortality by the Mesopotamian
deities.

SPECIAL TREAT...Students in Ms. Johnson's P1/P2 enjoy
blueberry muffins made by parent volunteer, Gail Stubblefield.

HELPING HAND...P2 student Brady Powell goes over the phonemic awareness items with Ms. Johnson, P1/P2 teacher at
Murray Elementary.

ARTIST IN RESIDENCE...Ashley Dawson, P2 students from
MES, shows her marble painting. The students used small,
medium and large boxes to mix two colors to make a third
color.

ALMOST THE REAL THING...CCMS seventh and eighth grade
students experienced the "Fatal Vision" goggles simulating
intoxication, as a culmination of a health unit on the effects
of alcohol on the brain and body.

WHAT GOES DOWN...Calloway County High physics students
drop objects off the football stadium to calculate gravity.

ACTING OUT...Calloway County High students re-enacts a
scene from the Epic of Gilgamesh in which Gilgamesh must
travel- through 12 leagues in his quest for immortality.

Healthy
Eyes...
Make
Reading
Fun!
Eyecare
Specialties
For all your eyecare
needs call
Dr. Kevin M. Adams

Visit Our Patch
at The Red Barn.
MEW SHIPMENTS

AIRRIVING DAILY!

rA

RED BARN
GARDEN SHOPPE
Ol'EN Tues. - Sat. - 10 a.m.- 6 p.m.
Sun. 1 - 6 p.m.
4 Minutes From Murray on 94 W.
435-4770

•Pumpkins
& Gourds are here!

Quality Senior
Portraits
at Affordable
Prices

'Mums, Asters
& Straw
'Kale, Cabbage
& Pansies
'New Fall Wreaths
& Arrangements

• r
•
•

414

•

ni-r,to by Lance Allison Photography
-

759-2500
308 S. 12th St.

r.v

•Fall Flags
ex Doormats

1
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

MURRAY
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f&

rTI NIES

270-753-1916
Contact Kathy or Tammy
for more information.
= Just Say "Charge It" VISA

CLASS F ED
DISPLAY AD

The publisher maintains the right to reject or edit
any submitted matter

RATES

$7.00 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(AR 3 Ads Must Rua Within 6 Day Period

$2.50 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)
020

060

Is

FOR lease Hunters Paradise game Refuge Deer,
Turkey, Beaver, Coyote,
Rabbit Quail 270-4892116 If no answer leave
message
GET a Dish Network
Satellite system free,
installed free
Requirements are easy,
just take $21 99 per month
for 1yr. & have a valid
credit or debit card Call
Beasley Antenna & Satellite at 759-0901 for more
information
PEACHES &
VEGETABLES,ETC
Copeland Orchards
Mayfield Ky 42066
623-8312
PHOTOGRAPHER
Photography by
P Lynn Rogers
16 years service
753-1001

made.

060

$8.00 First Day - 20 words or less
Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.10 per word per day.
$2.50 extra for Shopper (Tues. Classifieds go into Shopping Guidel $2.50 extra for blind box ads

410

150

Help Wanted

Help Warded

Help Wanted

KY WINS-INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY
DEVELOPMENT
COORDINATOR
Madisonville/Hopkins
County Economic Development Corporation. Fulltime
position, flexible
schedule and some travel
required. Minimum requirements: Bachelor's degree in Computer Science
or related field, plus 2
years experience in Information Technology. Salary
commensurate with experience. Experience may be
substituted for education
depending upon candidate. Responsbilites include: Facilitate and coordinate information technology activities in the fields
of economic and workforce
development, while working in conjunction with
KCTCS, regional universities and other development agencies. Send resume to: Information Technology Development
Coordinator, do Madisonville/Hopkins County Economic Development Corporation,
755 Industrial Road,
Madisonville, Ky 42431.
Receipt deadline: September 30,2001 or until position
IS
filled.
Madisonville/Hopkins
County Economic Development Corporation is an
equal access/equal opportunity /affnmatve action institution and is committed
to providing equal opportunity through its employment practices. Women
and minorities are encouraged to apply.

OWN a computer?
Put it to work!
up to $25-$75 / hr PT/FT
www.pcwork4me.com
888-689-7989

SALE CLERK. Charlie's
Antique Mall in Hazel.
Weekdays with flexibility to
work occasional weekend.
35+ hours per week. Must
be able to type and dip ice
cream. Must have outgoing personality, knowledge
of antiques NOT required.
$5.50 p/hour. Stop by for
application or send resume. PO Box 196, Hazel,
KY. 42049 NO PHONE
CALLS.

Notice
BREAKFAST
Biscuits & Sandwiches
Plenty of Hot coffee
Starting @ 6 00am
Corner Pocket, Almo

ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to cheek the first insertion of their ads for any
error. Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one incorrect
insertion. Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can be

LINE AD RATES

APPLIANCE PARTS

d

Articles
For Sale

Mobile Homes For Sale

ESTATE SALE
.Cemetery lots in Masonic
section, Murray Memorial
Gardens, two for $600
plus $75 transfer fee.
•Sear Franklin Long Shuttle antique sewing machine, cabinet, and attachments, $150.
*Lane pecan bookcase
double bed, chest of drawers, large double dresser
with mirror, mattress and
springs, $200.
.G E. electric range, black
ceramic top, drop in, less
than two years old, sold
new for $950, asking
$450.
•1998 Ford, E-150 window
van, 5.41, V8, one owner.
83 k miles, loaded.
$13,500.
2000 Chevy Silverado LS,
3900 miles, 4.81. V8, 2
wheel drive, ext. cab, 3rd
door, loaded, sprayed bedliner, excellent condition,
$22,500.
Call 270-753-2532 or 270
492-8885, leave message.

NICE 2br, Mobile home
No pets. 753-9866.
1996 DutOM doublewide
28x48, 3br, 2 bath, large
kitchen. Deck and front
steps included. Excellent
condition. Must be moved.
(270)492-8755.
97 Fleetwood 16x60, 2br,
2 bath, 10x12 storage
bldg Fox Meadows 270759-8894

410

Public Sale

Public Sale

:401NG=GOING=GONS:
ESTATE AUCTION

SELLING FOR ESTATE SETTLEMENT
"PART-TIME" experienced
Saturday, Sept. 22nd, At 10:00 A. M.
Court Square • Murray
kitchen help. Hours will be
"The Anil' Pearl Shankle Estate"
(anytime between) 8am716 Warren Road
2pm. M-F. apply in person
140
MIII.Etf- I._ v irs ra will et
BCIf
@ Pam's 410 Main.
From Lynnville Take Hwy 94 West 1,2 Mile To
5 Hwy 1382
Want to Buy
RESTAURANT
"Rhodes Chapel Rd" Proceed South 38 Miles To Warren Rd.
manager needed.
Proceed On South On Warren Rd 710 Mile To Proie
ANTIQUES
Sonic Of Murray is now
Mobile Homes For Rent
Old toys, advertising
take applications for SONIC Drive-In of Muritems, antique furniture
shift managers. Prior ray is now taking appliIn
2BR, 2 bath, private lot.
and primitives
restaurant management cations for crew memFurnished. Between ColdWe buy 1 or all!
experience
preferred. bers for all shifts. No
water & Stella, (270)489Call 753-3633 ask
Must be able to work phone calls please. Ap2116. If no answer leave
for Larry.
days, nights, & week- ply in person at Sonic
message.
ends. Pay rate will be de- Drive-in 217 S. 12th St.
12X43 in New Concord.
pendent on previous Murray.
A lisisitses OrwattrilI
$145 p/mo Call 436-2427.
management experience.
TR ACT ^CFIIE AIME ID V
Apply in person or send
22 Agics-cres - 23 Alcereses
resume to Sonic Drive-in
All With Paved Boacl Frontage
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
CHARGE!!!
TAKE
.4*
217 S. 12th St. Murray,
Tract 1 - 3.3 Acres
Web Site Design Contractor Needed in
Ky 42071. No phone
2 Bedroom Frame Home
QUIET family park in exVinyl Siding - Carport
Murray, KY. to promote online web hosting
calls please.
clusive residential neigha
Good Well - Garden Area
POSITIONS Available
4
and site building for local business ownborhood with city police
Drive Out & Take A Look!!
•LPN 11-7 shift
and fire protection, close
ers. Amazing technology and 6 day tech. [111111
15%
Down
With
A
Minimum
Deposit
A
ppliances
Monday- Friday,
to shopping, hospital and
Of S3 000.00 Per Tract Balance In 30 D
I
support. No HTML programming neces•LPN weekend baylor shift
city transit service. $95 per
have
own
candidate
will
sary.
Right
shifts
11-7
•CNA 3-11 and
month includes city water,
Large Selection
Please apply at Birchtree
territory. Very large earning potential.
sewer, garbage pickup.
-i,5 AUCTIONEER I REAL ESTATE BROKER ,
Healthcare 106 Padgett
Coadb Estates at South
Send resume with references in HTML or
FANCY
FARM. KY- 270-623-8466
Drive Clinton. KY 42031.
16th and Canterbury.
an
Works
format
to
Microsoft
-THE SELLING MACHINE
nC
Monday thru Friday 8:00
753-3855.
Call For Brochure - www.-amesrcash.com
pdailey16@home.com.
AM - 430 PM.
Ward-Elkins
On the Square
•Long term care facility Ad753-1713
ministrator must be Ken150
tucky Licensed with expeArticles
33'X50' storage building o
rience in Long term Care.
For Sale
160
Roger Stubblefield - Auctioneer
shop. 16 feet overhead
Please send resume to
090
Furnishings
Home
floor,
high
door,
concrete
Birchtree Healthcare 106
16•X100' green house.
270-527-2931
Just give us a call, we'll
Domestic & Childcare
ceilings
w/fluorescent
Redwood truss, special
Padgett Drive Clinton, KY
Wayne
Wilson Real Estate Broker
be glad to help,
beds
bunk
metal
lights. $200. p/month. 607
greenhouse fiberglass. (al- BLACK
42031 in care of Sheri
Your loved one we'll
MRS Kim's Daycare now
270-753-5086
condition, $125
S 4th St. 753-8809.
so extra fiberglass sheets Excellent
James.
try to find,
has openings for infant
270-474-2003
is
for
sale)
PHYSICIANS
office
APPX
1,500
sq.
ft
good
'Cause we all have Furry
through School age
Table & 4 chairs $125
Can be seen at
seeking to hire a FT Relocation, heavy traffic.
or Feathered Friends,
Apartments For Rent
Apartments For Rent
767-0791.
Call 753-4919
500
N.
4th
St.
Murray
Nurse
Ky.
FT
.
ceptionist,
Rent monthly or long term
Here at the
WILL DO GENERAL
or
call
270-759-0901
Assistant.
Medical
and/or
lease
Ledger & Times.
1BR apt available, all apRED OAKS APTS.
HOUSE CLEANING
after 5pm 731-644-3625.
500 N. 4th St. Murray, Ky
Please send resume to
pliances
furnished.
MurSpecial
180
Call
Linda 759-9553
PT Maintenance person P.O. Box 1040-0, Murray,
Call for more info.
Commercial floor model
Cal Realty. 753-4444.
$100 Deposit
Call 753-1916
Lawn & Garden
WILL do house, office, and
needed 6-8 hours per Ky 42071.
1-877-726-4077
Daytime
meat grinder. 220 Volt.
1BR From $280
1BR Apt $225
church cleaning
753week
060
after 5pm 901-644-3625_
POSITION available
grind a whole deer in ten LAWN Mowing Repair
2BR From $325
Small pets okay
1016
Dawahares of Murray
Help Wanted
FOR
Rent:
Metal
Building,
Persons needed to pre
minutes_ $200. 474-8666.
Call Today!
Tiller, Go-carts 4-wheels,
Coleman RE
WILL do Housecleaning
652 N. 12th Street,
406 Sunberry Circle. Can
pare income tax returns.
HazelAntiques.com
753-8668.
and
aelivect
Free
pickup
759-4118
753-3802
Shoppes of Murray
be used for 2 shops, good
$$ Dependable and enthu
Seasonal employment. We
MACHINE quilting
ery. 436-2867
1BR efficiency (2 room)siastic person needed
condition.
Se
Carlos
Black
will train. Call 753-9204 or
100
$31.50 reg size
walk to MSU partial utilities
SELL-OUT
part-time for local busior call 436-2935.
270-437-4531.
Business
Murray Sewing Center
paid $285 753-1492.
MOVING
SALE
HIGHWAY
641
Northness. S7 00 per hour plus
Rooms For Rent
Opportunity
759-8400
at BETHEL GARDENS
University Square, heavy 1BR, like new. appliances
bonus. 753-5477
MURRAY Sport
Every Friday & Saturday
HOME WOR KERS
traffic, ample parking. up Coleman RE 759-4118
IMMACULATE with new
ACCEPTING WORKERS'
& Marine Center
until OCT. 21st.
Needed.
to 4,000 sq.ft. Available in 1BR. partial utilities. yard ,pecil bedding. tv, ac. desk,:
For busy physician lab.
Mail Order
Hwy 94E. 2 miles, turn
maintenance
included chair, phone. Plus full
$635 weekly processing *Boats, motors, & trailers
30 days
This one works'
Experience preferred, competitive wages
accessories. 40% off
left,
mail
Easy'
No
753-1790.
Experience
753-1492 Century 21
house privileges, BS TV
1-800-429-7902
and benefits offered.
*1000 ft. of 3 in. pipe
follow signs.
needed.
1BR., low utilities. No pets wid. kitchen. Cable moLoretta.
WANTED: Doctor's Assis*Used store fixtures.
Bring or send resume to:
Call 1-888-517-2362
$225. p/mo. 753-3949.
dem. All you need is your
tant for Chiropractic office.
718 S 4th Murray, KY
Ext. 4605 24hrs
2BR Near MSU New car- clothes. Ph 767-0421 after
Must have basic clerical
MURRAY Sport
pet, paint & wallpaper. 5pm.
skills and excellent per& Marine Center
04-14k $300 Also 2br.
340
sonality for dealing with
•Chrome & wood grains
120
$250 Coleman RE
Rouses For Rent
Size
.3
Gal.
•All
Colors
people Experience helpful
display counters. Some
759-4118
Computers
but will train qualified perold style for storage
4-5 Bedrooms- 1 5 blocks
2 - 4br Houses
$400
00
son.
MEDICAL CENTER
shelves.
to MSU- partial utilities
HEWLETT Packard Corn
Near downtown
Potted
in
the
field
To apply, phone 759-1116
paid- gas heat- new appliouter, 850 MHZ, 30 Gig. •1000 ft. of 3 in. pipe
300 S. 8th St.
753-4109
DRIVER TRAINEES
*Used store fixtures.
ances 753-1492
hard
drive.
128
Meg
Ram,
3BR. S375 per month
Suite 480W
NEEDED NOW
718 S. 4th Murray, KY
641 N. to Radio Rd.
48R Townhouse
windows M E 40X-CD,
$375 deposit Rent appliMurray, KY 42071
Need a great career?
Coleman RE
OVER 5,000 movies.
And CD-R W $550
Signs
641)
Follow
(Old
cation, 30 day on going
Werner needs entry- level
7594118
DVD, & video games.
753-8630
contract No pets 5 miles
or
4Call
753-3068
truck drivers. No experi4br. Diuguid Drive. ColeStarting at $2.95 for sale
east 489-2506
KELLERS
ence necessary. Earn
Childcare facility seeking 2 qualified
man RE 759-4118.
489-2883 to pre-order. '
Shop early for Christmas
5BR , 2 bath house 4 108
PLACE.
COMPUTER
week
$600 to $900 per
FOR rent: 2br Duplexs, North 7th St Call 759Movie World
teachers/teacher aides that have CDA or
AMD computers...$69_9_,
plus benefits NO CDL?
$350.- up. 759-4406.
714N. 12th St..
CDA. Must be flexi4730
obtain
willing
to
be
Upgrades & Repairs
NO PROBLEM' CDL trainLARGE 2br, 1 bath duplex CLEAN 2br., dining-room,
any
ages
and
with
all
working
in
Service.
ble
Internet
ing is now available in your
in private area Central computer room, stove reOn 121S
$ DOLLAR DAYS ARE HERE $
hours. Specific hours include full-time
area. 1-800-242-7364
1 & 2br Apartments. Kirk- gas heat & air, utility room, frigerator, carpet. C/H.:A.
436-5933.
5:30 a.m. - 1:00 p.m. M-F, and part-time
EVERGREEN RehabilitaCharlie's Antique Mall in Hazel is now
sey Appliances furnished no pets, lease plus depos- outside storage. 508 S
9a.m.-7p.rn
it 759-1087
tion a national provider of
11th. No pets. 759-1987
Coleman RE 759-4118
9:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. M-F. Prefer someaccepting new dealers. For less than $1.90
Mon-Sat.
1-2.br apts. efficiency EAST of Murray, 94E &
therapy services has the
downnear
1
OR
2br
apts
one with experience in sitting with chilVisa/ Mastercard.
0R:A. near MSU 753- 1346 area. Cute 1br. $295
per day you can rent a large area of prime
following positions availatown Murray starting at
dren and/or Early Childhood major.
1252 or 753-0606
MDM COMPUTERS
ble: OT. COTA, PT, PTA,
per.: month plus security
retail space. Our experienced sales staff
$200/mo 753-4109
references
to
1BR
& Studio apt near 474-2520
with
resume
send
a
Please
Technician
Certified
A+
ST. Please fax resume to
bedroom
Apts
182
detailed
you.
You
get
handle all sales for
MSU, partial utilities ColeOn site service.
1-877-331-5368 or e-mail
P.O. Box 1040-V, Murray, KY 42071.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
computer generated sales reports. Tax
man RE 759-4118
759.3556
NICE 3br, 1 bath. \VD
to therese@evergreenre902 Northwood Dr
hab.com.
hookup dishwasher 2
number or business license NOT required.
Southside Manor Apts
Monday,
blocks from MSU 5550
1 2 & 3br apts
Wednesday, Friday
We sell for you-7 Crays per Week. If you are
PERMANENT JOB OPENINGS
p'month plus deposit Refhousing
Section
8
759-4984
Phone
A SuLsIdiary of a Large International Company is currently
interested in retailing to the public and
required Daytime
erence
753-8221
Housing
Equal
interviewing for two (2) career minded individuals in the local
753-3949 or 759-3050 afWe Are In Demand Of Men
don't want to be tied down then Charlie's
E HO
area
Opportunity
WE PROVIDE:
ter 6pm
& Women Wanting To Get Into
Antique mall has the answer. Selling your
*Up to 30K-40K 1st year potential
SMALL house $285 p mo
*Health, Life. Dental insurance
The Trucking Industry.
stuff is our business and we take our busi753-6012
0401K savings and stock purchase
2 Wk Training & Start Earning
*Three weeks expense paid training and on the job training
ness seriously. For more information call
*Merit promotions, management possible within 1 year
32K-42K Plus Benefits
270-492-8175 after 10:00 a.m. or stop by
•GUARANTEED INCOME TO START
Your 1st Yr.
IF YOU PROVIDE:
All real estate advertised herein is subject to
Charlie's at 303 Main St., Hazel, KY. Visit
*College degree preferred, but not required
No Money Out Of Pocket. Company Paid
Federal Fair Housing Act, which makes it
the
*A strong desire to succeed
us online at www.haielantiques.cpm.
CREEKVIEW STORAGE
•Exceiirrit public relations skills
Tuition. Drivers Are In Demand
illegal to advertise any preference. limitation
*Competitive sports mrnded track record
$20-$40 On Center Drive
relicolor.
or discrimination based on race,
For a confidential personal interview call 759-1073
Behind Tom's Grille
Mon.-Tues.-Wed. Only 10 a.m.-6 p.m
glom sex, handicap, familial status or national
4
°
11-4-N,
g•
759-4081
ASK FOR PETER LEIGHTON
origin, or intention to make any such preferNORTHWOOD
storage
6.°4 0444C.4.0
ences, limitations or discrimination.
presently has units ayilaRreat place to hf
ble 753-2905 or 753State laws forbid4, discrimination in the sale.
7536
150
rental or advertising of real estate based of facPREMIER MINISTORAGE
Articles
*Inside climate control
protected
under
federaddition
to
those
tors
in
For Sole
storage
•
al law.
RIDING mower Excellent 1974 Chevy 2 ton 16ft
•Security alarmed
Roses are Red, Violets are Blue.
condition '88 model 11 hp bed and hoist 366 engine
-Safe & clean '
We will not knowingly accept any advertising
Briggs & Stratton motor $5250
Do all the ladies «, MSU, wear
•We sell boxes'
of the law.
is
in
violation
estate
which
for
real
Call for more info after 1978 7700 John Deere
.We rent U-Hauls
cucumbers on their eyelids, too?
With our extensive. organized
All persons are hereby informed that all
combine $5200 00
4pm 767-0310
*Heated Boat &
listings . readers will find you,
dwellings advertised are available on an equal
RV Storage
ad easily, so you can start
STORAGE Buildings built 435-609°
6,000PS
:leaning house right away'
opportunity basis.
753-9600
on site Lowest price in
STORAGE building for
Mobile Homes For Sale
area Call 437-4877
270-753-1916
For further assistance with Fair Housing
rent 45x26 Located
STRAW for sale
MURRAY LEDGER
Advertising requirements, contact NA A
back of 703 S 4th St
14X70 Clayton 3br, 2 bath
$2 00 bale
250/mo Call Carlos Black
Counsel ReNZMilam,(703)648-1000.
&TIMES
Locate in Coach Estate
759-4718 Night
Love, Mom & Dad
436-2935
I 001 Whttnoll Ave •
$10,000 753-2570
753-4582 Day

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759'5177

Ward Elkins

53-79 ACRES
3 Tracts & Combinations
111141-. ""----'),IPP.iiiPuPilliiiPmem-

JAMES R. CASH
J
RC

USED
APPLIANCES

Complete Auction Service

CLASSIFIE13

CLASSIFIED

Phlebotomist Needed

MUMS

primary riFL
e

$3

GET TRAINED. GET HIRED. CET PAID.

Murray Ledger & Times
Fair Housing Act Notice

CALL NOW 800-398-9908

is-thclay

ticsip2Foy

Jamie Schrader-Southard

H a ppy

40TH

Birthday!

MI lr,XV

0

f0.14 rsOar....14
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4b0
For Sal•
I

SerNees Offered

FOR SALE
2br Duplex, Northwood.
$72,000. 759-4406
GOTTA SEE THIS ONE!
All Size Units
Priced like a fixer upper,
Available
but everything new and
ready to move into. 2br, 1
753-3853
bath, carport, utility room.
$39,900.
380
435-4632 or 559-8510.
Pets & Supplies
OWNER says sell this 5
bedroom, 3.5 bath home.
DOG Obedience
Home located in SouthMaster Trainer.
west Villa. Boasting well
436-2858
FOR Sale: Pitbull puppies. over 4000 square feet un3 female, 5 male. Call any- der roof and priced at only
$159,900! Owner says all
time 753-8327
SHIHTZU AKC. Ready to reasonable offers will be
considered. Call Kopperud
go , beautiful colors.
Realty for your showing
731-352-0037
MLS# 3002122 753-1222.
731-642-5151

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage

Real Estate
HALEY Professional
Appraising
270-759-4218
"For What It's Worth"
440
Lots For Sale

Services Offered

Services Offered

Services Offered

netilissimm

fully loaded, great condition Call for more info.
436-6268.
2001 Nissan Frontier pickup, blue, 5sp Manual, CD,
19,000 miles, extended
cab, GREAT TRUCK, just
not needed. $13,200. 7530672.
98 Ford Ranger. Excellent
condition, 59,xxx miles,
dark green. Must sell. 5278573.

•••••••••,

David's Cleaning
Metal
Roofing
for houses, barns & sheds. Metal

2000 Polaris 425 Expedi
On The Square • Murray
tion 4-wheeler 4x4 shaft
(270) 753-1713
drive. $3200 OBO.
•MATTS MOWING*
270-767-2265 Ext. 386.
759-2514
2001 Suzuki GSX-600
*Mowing *Landscaping
700 miles. $7500. Call
*Gutter-Cleaning
753-8173 or 759-8574,
and leave message.
A affordable hauling, junk
clean up, tree work gutter
cleaning. 436-2867.
A time to take care of your
home. Affordable work
1993 Ford Explorer
done to perfection build2wd- I, inutedi w leather
ing, remodeling, additions,
Loaded- new tires
porches, decks, roofing,
121.xxx miles
siding, concrete, fences,
$5000 00
furniture design, and resto270-753-7975
ration. Free Estimates.
270 210-2696 Cell•
753-4380.
270-559-3433 Cell•
A-1 Tree Service
1997 Mercury Mountaineer, AWL). V8, 82,xxx, fully
great
SUV
loaded,
$10.500 Must sell 7593900

2) 34 acre lots 7 miles
North. Murray 753-1967

Used Cars

1980 Suburban Needs
3 lots
motor Great for parts
12x50 bid water septic
block from boat ramp $400 OBO 753-5484
$10,500 OBO 759-594, 1986 Cadillac Fleetwood
436-6320.
fully loaded $1.200 OBO
LOTS for sale Starting at 759-8938
511,000 Price includes 1988 Taurus station wag_water, septic & drivewaLy,
$650 759-1799.
Also land home packages 1991 Hyundai Scoupe
270-437-4838.
$800. Looks sporty, has
450
sunroof Call 759-9215
Faroe For Sale
1994 Mercury Sable LS,
new transmission, new
31300sgft 2 story log tires, runs good 54,200
home-- 13 acres fence( 080
759-1789 leave
wipond-- 60x30 shop messag_e
120x50 barn winding
1998 Ford Escort SE
arena-- 3 other outbuild- Black with grey interior.
ings-- 6 miles east of Mur- 75 030 miles Great condiray. Phone (day i 753-1844 tion $5800, 750-1147 at(night) 753-7687
ter 4pin.
2000 1 ,)rd Escort 2x.
new Only 7.xxx!l!
one owi ,er. 6 CD-chang10 acres with log barn Ap- er 512,1)00 ORO 435prox. 2 miles west of Kirk- 4367 or 4361_
sey Hwy 464 Call after 92 Buick Century
-Very well kept
5pm 753-6400
player
-CD
20t7 acres, 1 mile to lake
New installed AC system
Hunting. $800 per acre
53000 080
Terms 753-9302
70 acres. 1 mile black top. 901_247-5975
1 mile to lake, building 92 Chevrotet Corsica
107.xxx miles $1.800
sites $8750 per acre
489 2394
Terms. 753-9302
93 Ford Escort SW 5sp.,
LAND for sale Approx
very good cond 40mpg, 1
464 acres Good timber
owner Asking $1900 762good pasture. good hunt3224 or 767-0603
ing. Near Puryear. TN To
1985 Madza 5-speed
by
seal
bids.
Sept
be sold
GLC good running condi21st. Call 662-534-0659
tion $1.100 080 or trade
for perspective Lanny Au- for ATV 436-5398 after
try, Broker M J. Leggett. 3 33
Collaborate
Tennessee
Broker.

Stump Removal.
492-8737_
437-3044.
Free Estimates

AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Decks, Home Additions,
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding,
Garages, Carports, Pole
Barns, Metal Buildings,
Fencing. Hardwood Floors
Installed & Finished."Quality Workenanship. Affordable Rates. Licensed.

753-7860. 753-9308
AFFORDABLE Electric

'Commercial,
*Residential,
*Remodel.
Quality don't cost it pays".
759-2488.
AHART & Culver
Septic Installation.
Also top soil and gravel.
437-4838 or (270)5594986.
ALL Carpentry Service
From Foundation to
Finish.
18Yrs experience.
New Construction*
Remodeling* Repairs*
Concrete Work.
AGC Certified.
435-4272.
ALL Carpentry,

Electrical.
Home building, additions,
remodeling_ Rotten floors,
sagging roofs. Home &
,Mobile repair, vinyl siding.
References Call Larry
Nimmo.
753-9372, 753-0353.
DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
Siding. Quality Work. Free
Estimates. Over 25 Years
Experience. Gerald Walters. 753-2592.
FALL is coming' Call now
to order your trees for fall
planting Sunri§e Landscaping 767-9735

NEED A CAR?

460
Homes For Sale

Divorce? • Bad Credit? • Bankruptcies?
GET A CAR YOU WANT & CREDIT YOU DESERVE
BY CALLING THE A UTO LOAN PHONE

III

III
ionic

III

PINn

6

Ifil
0

FREE!
Totally
Confidential
Call Ruthie or Dennis
753-2222
24 Hrs. 1-800-953-2050

Vans

Services Offered

96 Ford Windstar. Quad
seats, rear air, garage
kept. Excellent condition.
56,500. 527-1897.

ASPHAL I contractor
Mitchell Brother Paving
Specializing in
*Driveways, *Parking lots,
*Subdivision paving, *Seal
coating, *Stripping,
:Chip & seal
Fully insured.
Locally owned & operated.
Over 30yrs experience
759-0501
753-1537
Asphalt SEALCOATING
Call Ronnie Geunn
"The Asphalt Doctor"
*Compare our work
*Compare our prices
*References furnished
*Workmanship & Material
Guarantee
*1 tilly Insured
'Free Estimates
270- 759-1953

Global Mortgage Link
YOU SHOW US:
•Average credit I not perfect,

•Steady income history
WE SHOW YOl'
• 100(4 loan, no•numey
down
•Flexible. forgiving program
• Excellent fixed rate - 30 yr.
'• Jacquelyn Watson
(;erry Purkett • Pot Bob,

753-7407 • 111 N. 12th St. Suite B

OPEN HOUSE
1405 Fleetwood in Campbell Estates
Sunday the 16th, 2-4 p.m.
753-0988

Services

cut to the inch the same day. Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.

SERVICE
DIRECTORY

"We Specialize in Cleaning"
'Vinyl Siding & Fencing 'Mobile Homes
•Brick 'All External Cleaning
•Acid Cleaning Available
•We Use Hot Water 'Parking Lots & Driveways

Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

1-800-909-9064

David Borders

Phone (270) 759-4734

WE SERVICE
Ward-Elkins

490

2 older duplexes for sale
near campus NO REASONABLE OFFER RE
FUSED, SELLING NOW'
753-2479
3B8. 2 full bath. 13 acres
of land 436-5064
3BR . 1ba CiH'A 25 car
garage
wi'd hook-up
Large fenced-in yard
Many updates 1633 Hamilton Mid 60's. 753-7093
3BR , 2 bath on 27 fenced
acres
North Calloway
area. 270-153-1410
EXCEPTIONAL 3br, 2
bath, red brick, double lot.
town edge. Call 753-4109

1996 Chevy Z71, 350 Vortec engine, single cab,

All Major Appliances
and Most Major Brands

TOY size Pomeranian
AKC registered female
$250 436-6209

7 year Blue Roan Appaloosa , gentle w/2 horse
trailer and saddles. All for
$1,650: OBO 436-6209.
SIX year old Palomino
quarter horse mare, extremely gentle . Please call
435-4059" for more information.
TIMOTHY & Orchard
grass hay for sale $200 a
bale (731)498-8006

Services Offered

I_

BACKHOE & TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system. gravel,
white rock
43
.6-2113
CARPORTS Starting at
$675 installed Roy Hill
(270)436-2113
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Trimming, removal, stump
grinding. firewood Insured 489-2839.

ii

17777'" c,therts
-MovingCross Country Or Local
Licensed & Insured

David's Home Improvement

2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane

(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4
Cash. Visa. Mastercard, also 12-24-36 month financing

Free Delivery - 270-753-4566

Now scheduling fall
work. Immediate openings
for inteilor/exterior painting.
Please call Paul for
free estimate at

270-759-4979
MOVING
LambBrothers
Cross Country Or Local
Licensed & Insured Call
Luke Lamb At
1-800-611-6854
270-753-2555
ROY HOLLAND
AUTO REPAIR
All Types of Auto Repairs
306 Industrial Road Monday-Saturday
7:30am-5pm
753-0520
SMALL JOBS
Can't find anyone to do the
small jobs? Call Bill Settle
753-9708. Garage doors,
openers, decks, siding, additions and repairs

FENCING
Midway Fence. All types.
Complete services.
Reasonable prices.
Free Estimate Insured
pickle Farley. 759-1519

WOODWORKING AND DESIGN STUDIO

(270)436-2222

To Advertise Your Business
Call Kathy or Tammy at
753-1916
To Get More Information.

Custom Furniture & Cabinetry
Antique Repair & Restoration
Wooden Sculptures
Quality & Creative Home Improvement

2x2 - $250 • 2x4 - $500

Residential/Commercial

4 Weeks & 4 Shoppers

SUREWAY
TREE SERVICE
Stump Removal
Insured with full line of

equipment.
Free estimates.
753-5484.
YARD TECH
Lawn & Landscape

maintenance.
437-4407
210-6268.
$60
Free Column
FREE kittens. 753-7777.

LAKE LAND PAINTING
INTERIOR & EXTERIOR PAINTING
Residential, Commercial & Industrial
Specializing in Custom Workmanship
'CUSTOM HOMES
'SPRAY PAINTING
'PRESSURE CLEANING
'WATER PROOFING

Thee Trimming
Cleanup Service

Hedge Trimming Full Line of
Equipment
Tree & Stump
Putt/ Lamb
Removal

CHRIS KROUP'0

Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price.

M & T Painting

UCENSED &INSURED Free Estimates

David Gallimore, Owner
Free Estimates
901-247-5422

C

Wiggins Furniture

270-436-2269
1-800-821-6907
24 Hr. Service

Owner & Operator
*Luke Lamb•

A Bigger Selection -A Better Price?
Be Sure To Shop - Before You Buy'

Ft

Plus .all other home improvements

1-800-611-6854 • 1-270-753-2555

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?

Lamb Brothers
' Tree Service

'Replace rotten or water damaged floors.
*Install braces & floor joists under houses for
sagging or weak floors
*Replace or repair water and drain lines
*Install moisture barriers.

*DECK & FENCE RESTORATION
"FAUX FINISHES
*SPECIAL COATINGS
*MULTISPEC COATINGS

270-753-6895
FREE COMPUTERIZED ESTIMATES:
FULLY INSURED - OWNER: JIM OSBURN

www.murrayledgencom

Navy provides for
recovery workers
ABOARD USNS COMFORT of donated freebies for the workers
(AP)-The first thing Tom Chico -from shoes to peanuts to Bibles
did was take a shower. Then he fi- -are laid out on unused beds.
Spartan or not, it is appreciated
nally got to sleep in a comfortable
by out-of,town soldiers, firefighters
bed.
The Air National Guard sergeant and police officers working around
is among hundreds of World Trade the clock amid the dust and rubble.
Center disaster workers who have Some of the guard members on
unwound aboard this 894-foot U.S. board the Comfort on Monday had
Navy hospital ship docked off been sleeping in armories or tents.
Others, like Air National Guard
Manhattan.
The USNS Comfort offers what Sgt. Dean Trumbull, bought too
workers spending grueling hours few changes of clothes. He spent
around the destroyed buildings time Monday checking bins for the
right size underwear.
want: a hot meal, fresh clothes, a
"These guys that come on board,
pillow.
we recharge their batteries," Capt.
On Monday, Chico and two fellow soldiers deployed from the Al- Ed Nanartowich said. "And then
bany. N.Y., area for,security details they get back to doing the heroic
picked up mouthwash, sweat shirts work that they do."
and shaving cream - small items
The Comfort shipped out of Balthat made a big difference to them.
timore on Wednesday without the
"This is a great." Chico said. crew knowing whether they would
"We have someplace to call home be staffing a hospital, transport ship
here."
or morgue. The order to become o
Added Sgt. Michael Woodcock: floating respite center came on thc
"It's like the Hilton."
way to New York.
Not exactly.
Docked on the Hudson Rivet
The 44,648-ton Comfort is more several miles from the disaster site,
like a tanker, which it was'before it
more than a thousand military and
was turned into a floating hospital civilian workers have checked in
for the Navy. Outside, the ship's around the clock since Friday for a
pure white paint job is interrupted
meal, a rest or other services such
only by giant red medical crosses. as laundry.
Inside,'the accommodations are deThe Comfort has been deployed
cidedly military.
many times since being delivered
The beds are bunks stacked to the Navy in 1987, notably during
three high. Hot dishes like chicken, the Gulf War. It has 12 operating
rice and cauliflower are served rooms and can receive 200 patient,
from a steam table. A cornucopia a day.

VISA

Horoscopes

•

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** You opt for a treat or fun purchase. You delight others with your
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Wednesday, thoughtfulness, be it bringing doughnuts
Sept. 19, 2001:
to work or getting a surprise for the famYour understanding of finances increases ily. You deal well with others in the late
this year. Curb any tendency to be afternoon. Return calls and answer eoverindulgent. Ultimately, you could mail, Tonight: Catch up on news.
undo a. very lucrative period. You will LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
not have to go far to enjoy yourself, ***** Your efforts come back in
which you seem to do easily. Your day- multiples this morning. Attend a meeting
to-day life becomes much more fulfill- or reach can for others. Use your charising. If you are single, you meet people ma while it works. A call to a friend
easily. A friendship will take on a special gives you a real kick. Establish your
tone or will change in nature. If you are presence financially. Ask questions, but
attached, live each moment together as if also express your opinions. Tonight:
it were your last. You learn to cherish Treat someone to dinner.
each other once more. SCORPIO brings SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
out your talkative qualities.
*** Listen to others. By asking key
-questions...you come up with great ideas
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll 'and solve a problem with ease. In midHave:
4-Positive; afternoon, you enter a period where your
5-Dynamic;
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult
charisma and energy peak. Save important interpersonal dealings until then.
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
Tonight: Go for what you want.
***** Go full-steam ahead with an SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
idea that popped up in the middle of the ***** Express your personable side
night. First thing, schedule a leisurely. with the full expectation of being welllunch with someone who has been on received. Retreat in the afternoon. You
your mind. You make this person feel might want to do something by yourself.
very special. Focus on others in this way If you can, throw yourself into your
as well. Tonight: A friend's suggestion work. Recognize that another's feelings
works.
could become a problem. Tonight: Get a
TAURUS (Apnl 20-May 20)
good night's sleep.
***** Emphasize the positives in CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
your Work and personal life. Use the ***** Use your ability to convert
morning for. key tasks, but expect to be
others to your way of thinking. Work
distracted by the afternoon. Family and with someone this morning. A business
interpersonal relationships play a large lunch tosses an arrow on the bull's-eye.
role. Be available to others who seek you Get together with others later in the day.
out. Tonight: Go with someone's propo- A meeting draws out others' opinions.
sition.
Share your good news. Tonight:
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
Celebrate.
**** Use your imagination and cre- AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
ative thinking. Be sensitive to a child or
***** Pursue a discussion or dianew friend who reaches out for you. Be
logue with someone at a distance. You
more caring 'with a loved one. Let others
might need to defer a decision about a
know that you need time to complete a
trip a little longer. Someone helps you
project this afternoon. Screen calls
out. Get going on your work.
accordingly. Tonight: Work as late as
Concentration helps you relax and gain a
need be.
perspective on recent developments.
CANCER (June 21-July 22) •
Tonight: Work as late as need be.
**** Your family appreciates your
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
efforts. As a Cancer, you naturally sink
**** Deal with a partner on a onemoney into your home or your family. on-one level, especially if you are talking
You certainly make those close to you about money or feelings. You easily
happy. Use your imagination this after- agree on a project that might be impornoon at work as well. Hold up your tant to both of you. Share positives.
share. Tonight: Put on your tennis shoes Discuss a potential trip or event. Invite
and take off.
someone along. Tonight: Hop on the
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
Internet or play a favorite game.
***** Your caring ways make a difference to many. Others often use you as BORN TODAY
a role model. They wish to have your Baseball player Jim Abbott (1967),
diplomatic style. Return calls and answer model Leslie "Twiggy" Lawson (1949),
requests. Consider taking work home if singer Cass Elliott (1943)
*•*
you really want to get everything done.
You're too popular, it seems! Tonight:
Screen calls.

BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

CRAWFORD'el
BAR-B-QUE
Almo, KY• 753-1934
(
"Serving The Best BBO, Ribs, Pork & Chicken"
•Homestyle Vegetable Plates *Sandwiches *Burgoo
*Pizza 'Salads 'Homemade Desserts & More

SERVING HOURS
Sunday & Monday Closed • Tuesday 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
Wednesday-Friday 10 a.m.-9 p.m.• Saturday 10 a m -3 p.m
DINE IN OR CARRY OUT!

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

DEAR ABBY

DR. GOTT
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LOOKING BACK

Mr. and Mrs. A.B. Wyatt were
Ten years ago
DEAR ABBY: While shopping at
DEAR CARING: I agree. To
68 years Sept. l9:
has
married
‘
Cherry
Bill
Mayor
Murray
a mini-market last Sunday, I wit- do anything less is hurtful,
a boy to
Births
reported
include
employMurray
of
city
all
ordered
re-enacted
a
is
nessed
that
scene
damand
potentially
Immature
DR.
DEAR
GOTT: I've been diagand
and a
Mr.
Mrs.
Tommy
Lyons
driving
weekend
while
belts
of
every
thousands
times
seat
aging to the children. They ees to wear
nosed with polymyositis and am being
PETER
throughout the country: the deserve better.
boy to 10r. and Mrs. Clayton Gartreated with prednisone and horor riding in city vehicles.
exchange of children by couples who
mones (to prevent osteoporosis). The
Fisher-Price, Murray. has been land. Sept. 8.
GOTT, M.D.
eat
are separated or divorced.
old books in my library indicate a negForty years ago
named "Corporate Citizen of the
The ritual may go quietly unnoDEAR ABBY: As the parent of a
ative prognosis: 25 percent of victims
Danny Kemp, member of MurDevelArea
Purchase
the
by
Year"
ticed; however, this particular young musician who recently
experience remission, the rest die.
ray
College High School Chapter of
honored
be
will
and
District
opment
shouted
obscenities,
argued,
couple
received a master's degree in music,
What is the progression of the disdrove recklessly, and made a public I was appalled at your advice to the at the 27th annual Governor's In- the Future Farmers of America,
ease? What can I expect?
spectacle of themselves while their person who inquired about gift- dustry Appreciation luncheon Sept. showed the Junior champion Jersey
DEAR READER: Polymyositis
three children sat in one car — and giving at a "senior recital."
at the Kentucky State Fair FFA
26 in Louisville.
causes weakness, muscle pain, sore They can also be reached by telea "significant other" sat in the other.
Your suggestion to take a photojoints and rash. It is considered to be phone at (800) 572-1717 or online at
Mrs. Cleo Apperson Show. Nelson Key of the chapter
and
Mr.
I am a divorced, single parent. I graph during the recital was the
an autoimmune disease, in which http://www.mdausa.org/.
showed the sixth place three-year16.
know firsthand the pain of a failing worst possible advice! Take it from were married 63 years Sept.
patients develop serious allergies to
old cow in the FFA Angus show.
to
boy
a
include
reported
Births
DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm stressed out
relationship and ensuing separation me, there is no way to snap a photo
their own normal tissues. Thus, predgirl to Other chapter member s showing
a
and
Yoder
Michael
from my demanding job as a dental
and
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up
bring
situations
These
or
divorce.
performer.
the
disturbing
without
nisone (a form of cortisone) is the assistant/receptionist/secretary. I
cattle were Howard Steely, Walter
feelings I would not wish on my Any disturbance could create a Dana and Darrell Snyder, Sept. 13.
appropriate therapy, because it shuts
have tight pulling pains in my neck
would
I
Certainly,
worst
Lee Steely, Charles Eldridge, Dan
enemy.
the
ago
causing
years
concentration,
Twenty
in
break
down the body's overly aggressive
and back. A friend suggested Amino
never wish them on my children.
System Board Wall, Bobby Evans and Glen Fumusician to make a mistake. After
Electric
Murray
immune reaction. The drug should be
Action, yet I'm reluctant to try it withWhen couples meet to exchange months of preparation, performers approved a pay increase averaging trell.
continued until symptoms have comout your input.
children, they should put deserve the best possible conditions
their
pletely abated, after which the dosage
12 percent effective Oct. 1 at its
Recent births reported at Murray
Meanwhile, I've been going to a chithemselves in their kids' shoes. They for their performance.
is slowly tapered.
meeting, according to Supt. Hospital include a boy to Mr. and
board
ask themselves how they
ropractor for massage, and have been
should
for
required
are
recitals
Such
Remissions are common and may
taking physical therapy, exercise and
would feel if their parents were music degree candidates in college, Ron Underwood.
Mrs. Gary Wicker, a boy to Mr. and
last for several years. However,
Martha Guier, a member of the Mrs. Gerald Parks, a girl to Mr. and
biofeedback to learn relaxation techterrible things to each other but only the most serious high
saying
untreated polymyositis can be fatal if
in loud, angry voices — with school students are dedicated staff of Murray State University Mrs. Alton Collins and a boy to Mr.
niques. Am I on the right track?
patients with advanced disease develstrangers looking on.
Stress-related
READER:
DEAR
enough to give a senior recital. They since 1946, has been named director
op malnutrition, pneumonia or respiConversations should be courte- usually spend a year preparing their of Wrather West Kentucky Museum and Mrs. Walter Edwards.
notably headache and
disorders,
of
muscles
the
ratory failure (once
Fifty years ago
ous and kept to a minimum. Longer, repertoire. These recitals are not
pains, are rapidly becoming
MSU campus.
respiration are involved). When neck/back
Registration at six Calloway
more detailed conversations can be gift-giving occasions, but a learning on the
in the workplace.
problem
serious
a
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later,
when
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carried
stress
relieve
to
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treatment —
experience for the students and
extended periods, doctors may also The
won 14 to 11 over the Florida A & rollment of 1,760, according to
reduce symptoms — is usual- aren't present. (Children should feel time to share their talents with famprescribe hormones or other drugs to thereby
free to love both parents in their ilies and friends. Gifts are not M Cardinals in a football game at Supt. Buron Jeffrey. Enrollments
prevent the accelerated loss of bone ly easier to describe than to carry out.
own ways and be left out of the par- expected, but a small bouquet of Gator Bowl at Jacksonville, Fla.
were 307 at Almo, 311 at New Concalcium caused by the steroid.
However, I believe that you are on
ticulars.)
Thirty years ago
flowers before or after the event
328 at Kirksey, 302 at Lynn
cord,
Unfortunately, prednisone has many the right track. Stress counseling,
Moms and dads should ask them- would be appropriate.
Seventeen indictments were re- Grove, 285 at Hazel and 227 at
other unpleasant side effects, such as biofeedback and massage (with or
selves ahead of time why the new
MOTHER OF A MUSICIAN turned by the grand jury in its report
diabetes and cataracts; however, the without chiropractic) are entirely
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substantial benefits.
Lassiter Sept. 16.
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ray Star Chapter No. 433 Order of
I disagree with the information in exercise; this will help relieve tension
Children have enough trouble trying reader who said my answer grand jury were Randall Patterson, the Eastern Star were Euva Nell
your library books. Although and tight, spastic muscles.
Desiree Caldwell, Mrs. Michael
to adjust to their new living struck a sour note.
Mitchell, Paul Dill, Margaret Polly,
Also, you might try to analyze your arrangements without being faced
Miller, Mrs. Billy Joe Crick, Mrs.
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polymyositis is a serious and chronic
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work environment with an eye
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The week that was unforgettable
By JERRY SCHWARTZ
AP National Writer
Bill
Newspaper columnist
Tanuneus was writing in a rush,
summoning the words to give his
readers in Kansas City an insight
into terrible events so many miles
away, in New York, Washington and
Pennsylvania.
But then he got an e-mail, and
suddenly the terrorists had struck
much closer to home. The message
was from Tanuneus' sister. Her 31year-old son, Karleton D.B. Fyfe,
had been on American Airlines
Flight 11, the first plane that crashed
into the World Trade Center.
And so. Tammeus' column
became much more personal than he
had intended.
"We all pray it isn't true, but
whether it was my nephew or someone else's nephew or son or daughter, the response must be the same,"
he wrote in Tuesday's extra edition
of The Kansas City Star. "We must
seek complete justice even as we
hold each other up and become for
one another the channels of grace
and the deep wells from which we
will need to draw comfort."
In a few shocking moments this
week, Americans regained something that they lost long ago — the
sense that they were one nation,
indivisible. Everywhere, we were
reminded that we are interconnected, that no one was spared the
effects of this calamity.
You could see it in a landscape
suddenly littered with red, white and
blue.' you could feel it in the
American heart.
• In New -Orleans. a television
station went looking for donations,
and was astounded to raise more
than three-quarters of a million dollars; a collection of $1,000 came
from the Guste public housing
development, one of the city's poorest neighborhoods.
• Chief Dan Black of the Lake
Angelus. Mich.. Police •Department.
took five part-time and reserve officers to New York • to help. "We're a
small department. we have only one
full-time officer." said Lt. Terry
Morris. "But there's a real need."
• At 8:46 a.m. Thursday, precisely two days after the first strike, the
church bells of Athens, Ga., chimed.
"Today, we are all New Yorkers,"
said the city's mayor. Doc Eldridge.
No one stopped to wonder at
hearing those words from a politician in the Deep South — perhaps
because it seemed to be true.
Everyone, no matter how far from
Ground Zero, seemed to know
someone who knew someone
among the dead or missing or survivors. or those who were lucky
enough to switch a flight or a meeting. and thus they lived.
This was certainly true in
Washingtonville. N.Y., 60 miles
north of New York City, home to
many city police officers and firefighters. As soon as-she- heard what
had happened, Donna Turner sent
her family's funeral clothes out to
the dry cleaners.
But it was also true in Batesville,
Ark., Leann Johnson mourned for
Sara Low. She used to work with
Sara at a hank, but Sara had dreams
— she wanted to become a stewardess.
Her dream achieved, she died on
American Airlines Flight II.
But even if you didn't know a

victim — even if you had little
involvement with the outside world
— there was no escaping this catastrophe. In Mesopotamia, Ohio,
some of the Amish went to neighbors' homes to watch the reports on
television.
"I just couldn't get any work
done on Tuesday," said Eli Miller,
67, owner of a leather goods and
country store.
As word of the disaster spread,
so did its secondary effects, not all
of them good.
There was a run on gasoline.
Owners of one Yakima, Wash., station, caught up in the frenzy,
charged $7 a gallon. The backlash
against Arabs and Muslims
emerged, although not yet with real
virulence. A man rammed his car
into the Islamic Center of
Evansville, Ind.
James Hudnut-Beumler, dean of
Vanderbilt University's Divinity
School, declared that his school
would be a sanctuary, "a safe place
where international students ... may
be gathered away from possible
dorm reprisals during our national
emergency." Others were determined to stop the hatred. Two people sent flowers to the Islamic
Center in Lawrence, Kan., with an
apology "for narrow-minded people
who might do bad things.-.
Some irritability could be blamed
on the security measures that were
suddenly imposed on an American
public used to unfettered freedom.
Two F-16 fighter jets from
Andrews Air Foice Base in
Maryland forced a single-engine
plane flown by Wayne Beall, of
Annapolis. Md:, to land after it violated a nationwide ban on private
flying. Beall had been stuck in
Festus. Mo.. since Tuesday.
Festus Police Chief Tim Lewis
said he did not believe the man had
any motive other than getting out of
Missouri. "He just wanted to go
home." the chief said.
Others took more ingenious
routes home. The mayor of Boise,
Idaho, Brent Coles, rented a car to
drive 1.800 miles back home from
Little Rock, Ark., after giving a
speech there. Four people hired a
taxi at Chicago's O'Hare Airport for
a $3,000, 30-hour ride back to Los
Angeles.
Gene Gebeke. owner of All-City
Auto Sales in Fargo. N.D., said he
sold a 1988 Cadillac for $800 to
several people who planned to drive
from Fargo to upstate New York.
But the nation's grounding had
other effects. There was no milk or
bread in Nome, Alaska; mail for that
state was piling up in Seattle. And
hunters who expected to be picked
up from the Alaskan bush on
Tuesday waited until Thursday, not
knowing why_
_ For days, no planes sprayed
insecticide in Ouachita Parish, La.,
to fight encephalitis. For days, no
planes dropped fish-scented rabies
vaccine for raccoons in West
Virginia. The effects of terrorism
were that unpredictable, that disparate.
They could be seen in the
heartache felt in Seattle, where
Alton Folks works for Boeing —
maker of all four planes that were
commandeered by the hijackers.
"We build (these airplanes) to put
families together and use it for good
use, and somebody turns it around

and uses it for a bomb, basically,"
said Folks, an engineer at the company's suburban Auburn offices.
"It's a horrible thing."
They could be seen in commerce.
Workers
at
Falcon
Shoe
Manufacturing Co. rushed to fill an
order of 4,000 puncture-resistant,
steel-plated boots for Federal
Bureau of Investigation agents;
Foster and Smith Inc. of
Rhinelander, Wis., rushed to send
130 sets of shoes for police dOgs.
Both kinds of footware were to be
used at the Trade Center.
Mostly, they could be seen in the
things we chose to do, and the
things we did not. The Association
of Trial Lawyers of America urged
Its members to hold off filing lawsuits in connection with the terrorist
attacks — a true first.
The New Mexico State Fair
closed on Tuesday, the first time it
had ever been closed except for
weather since 1938. The 130-yearold World's Fair in Tunbridge, Vt..,
had closed during World War II and
the Spanish flu epidemic of 1918,
but this year it opened on schedule,
with its oxen pull, its fried dough
and its prize-winning, 552-pound
pumpkin.
"We sort of needed a break," said
Karl Kepler of Groton.
The USS Arizona Memorial to
the victims of the last great surprise
attack on America closed; so did the
Stratosphere tower above the Las
Vegas Strip, the Eiffel Tower at the
Paris Las Vegas hotel-casino and the
exploding volcanoes at the Mirage.
They went ahead with the football game in Martin, Tenn., between
Kentucky Wesleyan and TennesseeMartin, the only college game to be
played this week.
"I just don't believe the evil acts

of terrorists should keep us from living our lives," said TennesseeMartin athletic director Phil Dane.
Of course his team won, 54-14.
Joseph McFarland and his girlfriend Shelley Puckett went ahead
and got married — in fact, they
pushed the wedding up 10 days. The
couple feared that McFarland, a
paratrooper with the 82nd Airborne
Division, would be deployed somewhere in the world soon, so he took
a break from guard duty at Fort
Bragg, N.C., to get married
Tuesday.
They said their vows about 11
p.m. — he in battle dress uniform
and she in overalls — and then he
returned to duty.
"I grabbed two of my girlfriends
when he had an opportunity to
leave," said Shelley McFarland. "It
wasn't everything that I thought it
would be, but the most important
part is that we got married."
And then there was Jeffery
Eugene Tucker, who was supposed
to die on Tuesday, but did not.
Tucker was sentenced to death
for the murder of Wilton
Humphreys 13 years ago. Tucker
admits it; a heroin addict, he shot his
65-year-old victim three times and
ran over the man with his own truck.
Tucker says he's ready to die.
But because of the disarray in the
courts after the terrorists' onslaught,
Texas Gov. Rick Perry said Tucker
could not be assured all the appeals
he was due. So he gave him a 30day reprieve.
Because thousands died, Jeffery
Tucker lives.
AP File Photo

ONE WEEK AGO ... On
Tuesday, Sept. 11, 2001, the
unthinkable happened here.

STOP SMOKING CLASSES
CLASSES BEGIN SEPTEMBER 20th
When:

Thursdays 5:30 - 6:30 p.m.

Where:

Stuart Poston Health &
Wellness Center

Call To Register:
Calloway County Health Center
753-3381
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Aurora, K1"
Hwy 68 near Kentucky Lake
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lobster tail
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DINNER PARTIES!

MURRAY
CAILCMAY
COUNTY
HOSPITAL

hooking Christ man (Iiiincr part ics now
Make any event special -- Round up a group of friends
This week is good for us -- Don't put it off too long
Call Carol soon -- Shell fit you in
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call 270-474-2773
www brasslanternrestaurant com
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reservation hotline
1-800-474-2770

DEPARlw

reservations accepted any night
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Let Kopperud Realty help you
find the home of your dreams!
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Newly built 3 BR, 2 t
-me located on 1 acre lot
located between Murre, & Mayfield Home features
large finished workshop adjacent to a 2 car garage
Reduced to &149,900 MLS 03002130

Spacious family room & private master suite add
prestige to this nearly new 3 BR drivit home located
in a cul-de-sac Beautiful covered porch overlooking
patio $138,500.00 MLS it1nn222q

Formal living & dining rooms with 12 ft ceilings.
Tray ceiling in master bedroom, Jacuzzi in master
bath, white kitchen cabinets. Bonus room with bath
on 2nd floor. &172,900. MLS 0 3002278

Almost new home - 3 BR, 2 bath up Unfinished
down with 2 car garage 1,ocated on 10 acres with
407(60 metal building Short distance to lake
$159,901 MLS 13002268

Lovely traditional home Hardwood floors, formal entn
foyer, Ming morn, dining room, large den wifireplace are
all here Add 4 BR & 25 baths MLS 13001456

Like new 3 BR, 2 bath home situated on approx 5
acres Open living area floor plan Lots of extras in
the home, plus 2 garages Reduced to $137,900
MLS 03002250

3 BR,2 bath doublewide mobile home with split
bedroom design, garden tub in master bath.
spacious front porch, out buildings $50,900 00
MLS 13002282
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Before you buy life insurance,
look at the wide range of
Shelter Life Insurance policies.

SHELTER

.

Harold "Jack" Romaine
105 N. 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071
759-1033 or 753-0873
Licensed in KY & TN

www.shetterinsurance.torn

Very special. I owner spacious bnck on a quiet street
Special comforts include large family room wifireplace,
2 master suites, includes separate lot with a 30040
brick 2-car garage $162 son MIS 01H62295
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Dream of Ming on beautiful KY Lake Don't miss this
BR 3 bath completely furnished ready to move in
Gentle slope to the water with your own private dock
Deep water year round $270,000 kfLS 13002145
4

Crawfords Landing • Now is the time to buy
your lake home 3 BR, 3 bath, LR, OR, fullyequipped kitchen Master bath has Jacuzzi, separate shower Many amenities. MIS 13002088

Approx 88 acres, surrounds a 25 acre watershed
lake wfseveral beautiful building sites near the
lake Abounds with wildlife, would be a wonderful
retreat. Call 753-1222 MIS 13002175

Great family home on corner lot Fenced, land
soaped back yard with garage/storage building
Bring your family to enjoy this 3 BR, 2 bath hnm,
Now only $6990000 NILS 13002151

